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A Response to Rabbi Ephraim
Buckwold’s Critique of

“Rabad of Posquières: A
Programmatic Essay”       

I
would like first to apologize to Rabbi Ephraim Buckwold for my
delay in replying to his extensive critique of my article on Rabad of
Posquières in the Jacob Katz Festschrift.1 A chapter in a book that I

was finishing had grown out of all proportion, and I decided to publish
it as a separate work.2 At the time, I thought that with a little rearrang-
ing and a touch of re-plastering the structure of the original work could
be retained, and the book finished within several months. In fact, the
book had to be entirely re-organized and new chapters written. This has
taken some two and a half years, and it is only now that I am free to
address his scholarly critique.

It is a pleasure to have an essay in the history of Halakhah scruti-
nized and evaluated by a genuine talmid h.akham; to have an article on
Rabad evaluated by the editor of an outstanding edition of the Ba‘alei
ha-Nefesh,3 is a double blessing. Rarely have I had so learned a reader
and a disputant of such distinction.

• • •
R. Buckwold’s article contains many substantive criticisms and, if I read
it correctly, it is also undergirded by a twofold anger. First, my con-
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tention that Rabad was a revolutionary and that he dispensed with
“Geonic tutelage” strikes him as gross, even disrespectful misinterpreta-
tion of Rabad. How could anyone “dispense” with the Geonim? How
could anyone “render the Geonim irrelevant”? He is equally upset at my
claim that Rabad “transformed his heritage” or that the revolutionary
jurist “disguises his revolution—at times even from himself.”

The second aspect of my article that has awakened his wrath is his
view that I contended that some of Rabad’s doctrines were forged in
part in responses to contemporary problems, to historical conditions of
his time. Though he is courteous enough not to say so explicitly, this
smacks to him of attributing to Rabad tendencies best associated with
Reform or Conservative Judaism. He vigorously denies any such agenda
on the part of Rabad and proceeds to expose what he believes are the
subtle ways that I have insinuated these heretical notions into my pre-
sentation of Rabad and his work.

I would like to begin by addressing his underlying anger at my
“Reformist” portrait of Rabad and then turn to his specific critiques of
my essay.

Passing for the moment the issue of whether or not I actually con-
tended what he attributes to me (we will deal with that later on), his
outrage is nevertheless misplaced. In the matter of response to contem-
porary problems, one has to clearly distinguish between the realm of rit-
ual and civil law, between the area of Orah. H. ayyim and Yoreh De‘ah and
that of H. oshen Mishpat. The Reform movements of the past two cen-
turies have centered on ritual law; adjustments of H. oshen Mishpat are an
ongoing enterprise of Halakhah. Suppose religious Jews were to insist
on having all their business litigation adjudicated by rabbinic courts, or
that the State of Israel were to hand civil litigation over to rabbinic
courts; does R. Buckwold not think that efforts would be made to justify
the existence in Halakhah of corporations, of the stock markets, of cred-
it cards? What would he say of a decisor or respondent (dayyan or
meshiv) who upon being asked to adjudicate the inheritance of Walter
Annenberg, were to rule that Mr. Annenberg had all the while been a
pauper, and that there were precious few assets to be divided among his
heirs? Most of Annenberg’s famous business acquisitions were exercises
of the purest asmakhta; the bulk of his assets were in stocks and securi-
ties—intangible goods (davar she-ein bo mammash or davar shelo ba la-
olam) which are not subject to acquisition; and as for his famous art
collection, almost all of it had been acquired from Gentiles, and the
proper modes of acquisition (kinyan) had never been employed. 
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The world of affairs is not under Jewish control; corporations exist
as does the stock market, and they will not disappear because Halakhah
refuses to recognize them. The sages of the Talmud (H. azal) realized
this and grappled with these problems, as did the Geonim and
medieval talmudists (rishonim), as R. Buckwold himself states further
on in his essay.4 If Halakhah is to regulate the office no less then the
home, it must come to grips with an alien reality and give it recog-
nizance in its thinking. Both Modern Orthodox and most h. aredi com-
munities have no need for any work on H. oshen Mishpat similar to the
Mishnah Berurah on Orah. H. ayyim, for Halakhah stops at the office
door. In their personal life they live lives of scrupulous religiosity; in
their business affairs they live like pagans, by the law of the Gentiles.
That they do so is understandable; less understandable are those who
take their paganism as a mark of purity. Seder Nezikin exists for them
as a beautiful world of theory, not as a regulative system. One does not
sully this pure world with dross of daily affairs. Living in an open soci-
ety in a modern democratic state, such a bifurcation between the pub-
lic and private sphere is possible, and the binding force of H. oshen
Mishpat is entirely optional. This was not the case in the closed corpo-
rate states of the Middle Ages. Each group was charged with regulating
the affairs of its members, and if it had ceased to do so, its self-govern-
ment and survival were seriously endangered. Self-government was
prerequisite for Jewish continuance, which meant grappling with intract-
able economic realities and finding halakhic categories on the basis of
which to adjudicate the issues that arose from their existence. To say
that Rabad wrestled with the dearth of currency in his time or the
urgent need for greater credit mobility is not to discredit him. It sim-
ply means that he lived in an era where it was axiomatic that the full
spectrum of one’s activities fell within the orbit of Halakhah, and that
God’s word was not to be consigned as now to the inner sanctum of
the home and synagogue

R. Buckwold further feels that the response to contemporary prob-
lems yields a false or specious Halakhah. To my thinking the problem of
sale of notes of indebtedness (mekhirat h. ov) like that of credit cards
today is simply a challenge to halakhic thinking, as is a problem or objec-
tion (kushya) posed in the beit midrash. Both stimuli can generate a cor-
rect response or a specious one, and instances of good and bad replies
can be found in abundance for each of the two catalysts. The fact that a
theorem is a response to a contemporary kushya scarcely invalidates it;
similarly a response to contemporary challenge is not disqualified by its
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origins. A reflexive, undiscriminating reaction to the phrase “an halakhic
response to a contemporary problem,” while readily understandable,
advances the comprehension neither of Halakhah nor of its history.

The difference between the response to a theoretical question and a
practical one is primarily the time frame. The theoretical question can
be answered at one’s leisure, and as happens only too frequently, the
proper reply can occur to the thinker only after a long while. A respon-
sum, however, must be written in a brief space of time. The world can-
not come to a standstill while judges ponder problems for years. There
is, moreover, no guarantee that the correct proof will occur to the
respondent in the short time allotted to him. It is this pungent aware-
ness of the constraints of practical decision making that led arguably the
greatest Ashkenazic respondent of modern times, H. atam Sofer, to assert
that the intuition of a posek is far more important than his argument.
The argument may well be faulty, but if the intuition is correct, the
pesak will be justified in the course of time.5 This is hardly a prescription
for a rosh yeshivah, and any dayyan of a lesser mold would be well
advised to see that his arguments are sound. However, H. atam Sofer’s
remarks do highlight the frequent limitations in judicial rationales, a
limitation, as we shall see, that one must occasionally reckon with.

Let me now turn to the specific critiques. First, however, a note on
procedure. 

I will first reproduce both my original statement and the entire text of
R. Buckwold’s criticism and then respond to the latter. As R. Buckwold’s
critique often incorporates large sections of my original article, this results
in overlap. I doubt whether readers will view themselves as twice blessed
by these repetitions.6 I beg their forbearance. Most of my readers have no
access to the Katz Festschrift where my essay originally appeared, nor
could I assume that they have retained a copy of my learned colleague’s
critique. The only way that I could insure that the reader held in his or her
hand all the data necessary for an informed judgment is to present the
texts in full. 

As these quotations lengthen the reply considerably and as there is a
limit to any reader’s patience, I have decided to divide my reply and will
treat, in this issue, only the matter of Rabad’s response to economic
realities. The second installment will, among other things, address the
nature of “revolutions” in Halakhah, what it means to dispense with a
literature of half a millennium, the issue of precedent and innovation
and how in Law the new wears necessarily the guise of the old. The
reader will then be able to judge whether my sins in these areas are as
scarlet as R. Buckwold takes them to be.



• • •

Example 1

May a creditor insist on payment of a debt in legal tender, even when he
holds a pawn as security?

I wrote:7

More significant than these sundry borrowings, these occasional aids in
solution, are the thoughts which living in an alien world engendered.
Much of medieval writing is a response to just such stimuli. Section 50 of
the Temim De‘im provides a good example. The inquiry put to R.
Abraham as to whether a debtor can be compelled to redeem a gage did
not arise in a vacuum. In Germanic law a pawn is a quit-payment, with
no further obligation incumbent upon the debtor. In gaging, the debtor
sold the pawn to the creditor in exchange for the money received, reserv-
ing to himself only the right of repurchase, a right that he may or may
not exercise. It is difficult, however, to run separate businesses—one for
Jews and one for Gentiles. Business is business, and habits are habits. The
daily practice of treating one set of gages as a sale with the right of repur-
chase inevitably led to someone questioning whether the other set was so
radically different. And the question once asked, as asked it was all over
Europe—Spain, Provence, Germany32—admitted no simple answer.
True, Jewish law, at first glance, is incurably obligational. Pawns are
never Sachhaftung, but simply accessorial to the ongoing personal obliga-
tion. But by holding the pawn, the creditor holds in his hands the means
of payment. Why should he not be told to look there for satisfaction?
Does he have the right to reject the pawn and insist on another form of
payment, i.e., cash? Put concisely in Halakhic terms, a pledge is certainly
an heh,upt, is it an arupn heh,upt? And if it is an arupn heh,upt (as the
‘Ittur tells us the sages of Narbonne thought),33 just how does a formula
of vzn tkt iugrp lk tvh tk give rise to a personal obligation? To use for a
moment northern French terminology, is there any ;udv sucgha in an
arupn heh,upt, and if there be only a ohxfb sucgha, isn’t that Sachhaftung?34

Is the Jewish gage, after a closer look, really so different from the
Germanic one?

Rabad threw up his hands at the problem and decided to let the
Gentiles solve de facto the riddle of their own making. He replied: 

ovu wohhud ka dvbn rjt ihfkuv ktrahk dvbn ihta ouenc wgere ka tbufancu

/’ufu udvb 

The reply is revealing, especially his concluding remark: 
ohfkuva wgush dvbn uc ubk ihtu ubkmt arupn ubhs ihta rcs kfc rnut hbt ifu

,udvbn hp kg ohbs ovu t,ufkns tbhsk vz rcs cureu wovka ,udvbnv rjt uc 

all of which would be inconceivable north of the Loire, and accurately
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reflects the relative merits of the Provençal and Champagne systems of
justice at the time. Rabad’s remarks here should be correlated with his
views on solidarity of sureties in the hassagot Malveh ve-Loveh XXV: 10.
Both opinions reflect the rather favorable assessment of the Provençal
exile that he gave expression to when he commented on the words of the
Sifra, v,t htu w jyck ohcauh o,t ofmrtc w(v-uf trehu) ’ofmrtc jyck o,cahu’

.vk vmuj jyck cauh thus: ’’vfrc kkfc obht .rtk vmujc ohrdv ’hp’’ i.e., those
who live outside of Israel have no Divine promise of security though they
may well in fact enjoy it.35

The initial query (regarding redemption of gages) should further-
more be placed alongside the suit between Aimery de Clermont and the
Abbot of Aniane in the year 1203, which Eduard Meynial has noted:

However at the beginning of the thirteenth century the cartulary of
Aniane provides us with a very interesting example of this “romaniza-
tion” (i.e., penetration of Roman law). Aimery, creditor of the abbot,
claims the right to demand of the abbot to repurchase the pawn that
he has gaged to him. The abbot declines to repurchase. If one treats a
pledge as a sale with right of repurchase (as in Germanic law) . . . the
abbot is correct, for the repurchase is a right which the vendor need
not exercise. If however the pawn is subjected to Roman rules, the
abbot is wrong, for repurchasing the pledge is simply repaying the
debt; the existence of the pledge, since it did not extinguish the debt,
does not deprive the creditor of the right to insist on payment when
the contracted time is up.36

Moving from the opposite directions, Halakhah and Provençal law
met here in a point of common perplexity. In Rabad’s case it is the
encounter of an obligational system of gage with the notions of Sachhaf-
tung; in the suit of Aniane it is movement of a system (the Germanic
one) rooted in Sachhaftung towards the concept of obligation.

32. ‘Ittur, Potiqe, (ed. R. Maier Jonah, f. 64, col. 2); Sifran Shel Rishonim ed. S. Assaf
(Jerusalem, 1935) no. 5; Raban, (Warsaw, 1905) no. 111.
33. Loc. cit.
34. See Qesot Ha-Hoshen 386:5.
35. See his remarks on Torat Kohanim, Behar, Pereq 4:4.
36. E. Meynial, “De l’application du droit romain dans la région de Montpellier au XIle et
XIIIe siècles,” Atti del Congresso Internationale di Scienze Storiche Rome 1er-9 Avril, 1903, V.
IX: Storia del dritto (Roma, 1904).

R. Buckwold Wrote:8

The last major theme of the “Programmatic Essay” is Rabad’s supposed
contribution to the development / evolution of Halakhah. According to
Professor Soloveitchik, Rabad covertly “transformed his heritage,” fol-
lowing the pattern of “the revolutionary jurist [who] must disguise his
innovations.”
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In arguing his case, Professor Soloveitchik offers us “three brief
examples of how Rabad’s writings are anchored in Provençal life and
thought.” These examples are intended to reveal non-Halakhic consider-
ations that actually lay behind what appears to be strictly Halakhic argu-
mentation and reasoning.

Examination of these sources, however, reveals that they offer no
basis for such claims.

Example 1—“Section 50 of the Temim De‘im. . . . The inquiry put to
R. Abraham as to whether a debtor can be compelled to redeem a gage.”

Prof. Soloveitchik offers an interesting approach to the source of
the question:

In Germanic law a pawn is a quit-payment, with no further obligation
incumbent upon the debtor. In gaging, the debtor sold the pawn to
the creditor in exchange for the money received, reserving to himself
only the right of repurchase. . . . It is difficult, however, to run sepa-
rate businesses—one for Jews and one for Gentiles. . . . The daily prac-
tice… inevitably led to someone questioning whether the other set
was so radically different. . . . True Jewish law, at first glance, is incur-
ably obligational. Pawns are never Sachhaftung, but simply accessorial
to the ongoing personal obligation. . . . Does he have the right to reject
the pawn and insist on another form of payment, i. e. cash? Put con-
cisely in Halakhic terms, a pledge is certainly an heh,upt [a mortgage];
is it an arupn heh,upt [a specified mortgage]? . . . Is the Jewish gage . . .
really so different from the Germanic one?

Soloveitchik further explains: 

The initial query (regarding redemption of gages) should furthermore be
placed alongside the suit between Aimery de Clermont and the Abbot of
Aniane in the year 1203. . . . Moving from the opposite directions,
Halakhah and Provençal law met here in a point of common perplexity.
In Rabad’s case it is the encounter of an obligational system of gage with the
notions of Sachhaftung. . . . [Emphases mine.]

How did Rabad respond? According to Soloveitchik: 

Rabad threw up his hands at the problem and decided to let the Gentiles
solve de facto the riddle of their own making. He replied: 

[“With regard to a land security, where there is no established Jewish
practice, we follow Gentile practice…”]    

Soloveitchik comments: The reply is revealing, especially his concluding
remark: 
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tcnaftbe ak qwqg, cnqtu aehy nbvd khawek, vtkfhy ejw nbvd ak dthhu, tvu

bvdt tft'

tfy ebh etnw cfk scw aehy shbt nitwa emkbt tehy kbt ct nbvd hstg, avtkfhu ct

ejw vnbvdt/ akvu, tqwtc scw zv kshbe snkft/e, tvu sbhu gk ih vnbvdt/.



[“And so I say in any issue where the rule is not stipulated by us (in tal-
mudic law) and we have no known common practice, we follow their
(the Gentile) common practice, and this is close to the law of the land
since they rule according to their practices.”] all of which would be incon-
ceivable north of the Loire, and accurately reflects the relative merits of the
Provençal and Champagne systems of justice at the time” (“Programmatic
Essay,” pp.32-33) [Translations and emphases mine].

Reservations
Before zeroing in on this source, it behooves us to comment on Solo-
veitchik’s suggestion that Rabad was drawn to apply the talmudic princi-
ple of “the law of the land is the law” (dina de-malkhuta dina) because of
the superior system of justice in southern France. Had he lived in north-
ern France—where we are to assume the Gentile justice system was less
satisfactory—he would have ruled otherwise. In other words, Rabad
widened the authority of Gentile law because he was favorably impressed
by the merits of the Gentile justice system in which he found himself.

This suggestion is highly untenable, for two reasons: 1) Rashbam,
one of the great scholars north of the Loire, preceded Rabad in stating
that the law of the land extends to dealings between individuals, and
includes common practice. 2) This very ruling of Rabad greatly limits the
authority of local civil law, in that it cannot overrule explicit talmudic
law or even Jewish custom! Based on Rabad’s explicit opinion here, later
halakhic authorities ruled to limit the authority of the law of the land,
contrary to the broader ruling of a Tosafist opinion of R. Yiz. h. ak b. Perez. ,
specifically referring to the Gentile practice of pawns. R. Yiz. h. ak b. Perez.
definitely did not live in Provence or Champagne.

Now, let us examine the sources. Here is the responsum from
which Soloveitchik quotes—in its entirety: 
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aekv - wetcy anafy kangty ch/t x/u tke qcg kt zny, eu hftk angty kftp e/

wetcy kist/t tknafbt gts fk vkte/t cnke/ ab/t. tfy eu vktvt gk vnafty

x/u, ]eu[ h/cgbt ejw k' htu thftp et/t kiwgt et ke.

/atcv – fh nqtnt/ ha ccwmktbv tcxiws ]a[ftihy gk vnaftbe x/u kist/v ejw

abv et ejw ]v[zny ahixqt zv gu zv, eck cbwctbv ehy ftihy ke cch/ tke casv

tke cfwu.

tcnafty ejw ke ang/h nbvd, tkih vnabv ]vvkfv[ naktahu htu tehkl ntfwt

cch"s, ake bjkqt jfnhu gk scwh wac"d iwq vnqck )cce nmhge sp qhd.( eke

cgbhy amwhl kvjzhw kt nafbt, eck cejw ke bjkqt.

tcnaftbv ak qwqg cnqtu aehy nbvd khawek, vtkfhu ejw nbvd vdthhu, tvu bvdt

aeu ke v/bv cag/ vktev ehbt hftk kftit kiwtg ]kist/t[. tfy ebh etnw cfk scw

aehy shbt nitwa emkbt tehy kbt ct nbvd hstg, avtkfhu ct ejw nbvdt/ akvu,

]a[qwtc scw zv kshbe snkft/e shbe, tvu sbhy gk ih vnbvdt/.



Query: Reuven “pawned” his house to Shimon inexplicitly without
specifying a (repayment) date. Can Shimon force Reuven to redeem it
at the end of the first year and not just continue holding on to it as a
mashkonah (a land “pawn”)?

Also, if he (Shimon) lent him (money)on the basis of a pawn inex-
plicitly (without specifying a repayment date), can he make a demand
after thirty days and force him (Reuven) to pay, or not?
Response: There are places, in Barcelona and in Spain, where (borrow-
ers) are forced to redeem a mashkonah (land “pawn”) after a year (for
a loan in which no repayment date was specified) or after the time set
between the two sides. However, in Narbonne they do not force (the
redemption) neither by a house nor by a field nor by a vineyard. 
And regarding other pawns, I have not heard of any common practice,
and according to the Mishnah from thirty days on (the lender) sells it
in court. For the Rabbis did not disagree with R. Shimon b. Gamliel, in
chapter ha-Mekabbel (Bava Mez. i‘a 113a), except on the issue of having
to return the pawn, but other than that they did not disagree.
And regarding a mashkonah (a land “pawn”) of land in a place where
there is no common practice of Jews, we follow the common practice
of the Gentiles, and their practice is that if (the lender) did not specify
(a repayment date) at the time of the loan, he cannot force (the bor-
rower) to pay [or to redeem it]. And so I say on any issue where the
rule is not stipulated by us (in talmudic law) and we have no known
common practice, we follow their (the Gentile) common practice, and
this is similar to the law of the land since they rule according to their
common practices.

On examination of this responsum, we discover that neither the ques-
tions addressed to Rabad nor his responses bear any resemblance to the
issue presented in the “Programmatic Essay.” 

1. Note that there are actually two discrete questions, and two dis-
crete answers. Only the second question involves a pawn (mashkon). On
this question, Rabad replies that since there is a clear halakhah, based on
the Talmud, Gentile rules and practices have no bearing on the decision.

2. Contrary to Soloveitchik’s reading, the ruling of Rabad to follow
Gentile practice has nothing to do with a regular pawn at all, but rather
with a “mashkonah of land,” an arrangement in which the lender uses the
borrower’s land, “eating its fruits,” while deducting minimal rental pay-
ments from the debt. This is both a form of strong pressure on the bor-
rower to come up with the cash, and also gradual payment, if only par-
tial. This is not a normal pawn (mashkon). It is rather referred to as a
mashkonah or mashkanta.

A mashkonah (land “pawn”) is different from a normal pawn for
several reasons:

1) Land generates income. (The pressure on the borrower is thus
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very strong, for until he redeems his land, he loses its profits.)
2) Land cannot be physically moved to the control of the lender,

but rather the lender must take control of the land by utilizing its pro-
ductivity, thereby profiting from the income.

3) Since usury is halakhically prohibited, a minimal rental payment
is continuously deducted from the debt.90

3. Both questions raised were only in a specific context: gce tku”
“inz uk [where no repayment date was set]. This crucial detail is missing
in Prof. Soloveitchik’s presentation.
The logic behind the query is clear: Does the omission of a repayment
date mean that the lender relinquishes his right to demand payment? The
concept of a lender’s relinquishment of his right to demand payment is
found in the Talmud Yerushalmi, even in a case where the lender is not
in possession of a pawn or mashkonah. It is also clear from this source
that even though the lender loses his right to demand payment, the
obligation of the borrower remains. This concept of relinquishment is
also found, as Soloveitchik correctly notes, in the form of the talmudic
concept apotiki mefurash [a specified mortgage where the lender has no
right to demand any other form of payment]. Rabad himself clearly
explains the legal understanding of such an agreement as the lender’s
relinquishing of his right to demand payment:

He (the lender) relinquishes his right to subject the other lands (of the
borrower besides the specified mortgage) for payment of the debt, and
even money he doesn’t want to demand.

(Indeed, this rationale is especially clear in light of Rabad’s perspec-
tive of a borrower’s obligation, which will be discussed below in Example
2. Rabad states that even though a lender may sell his power to demand a
debt, the actual obligation of the borrower to his lender cannot be sold.
The obligation of a borrower, in Rabad’s opinion, is his own personal
obligation, not the possession of the lender. Clearly then, the lender may
relinquish his saleable right of demanding payment, while leaving intact
the personal obligation of the borrower. “True, Jewish law . . . is incurably
obligational.”)

The basic question—whether or not the omission of a date for pay-
ment demonstrates the lender’s relinquishing his right to demand pay-
ment—has three possible variations, as can be seen in the questions and
answers in Rabad’s responsum:

a. When the lender holds no pawn or mashkonah, no question is
asked since it would be unreasonable for a lender to relinquish his only
form of pressure on the borrower.

b. When the lender holds a pawn, the question does arise. Since the
pawn constitutes pressure for payment, it is possible that the lender
relinquished his right to demand payment. Rabad answers, however, that
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there is a clear talmudic ruling that the lender does not relinquish his
right to demand payment (unless there is local Jewish practice to the
contrary).

c. When the lender holds a mashkonah (a land pawn), Rabad differ-
entiates between this case and the above case of a pawn. Here he finds no
halakhic ruling (unless there is local Jewish practice that defines the
lender’s intention) since the pressure on the borrower is great: the more
the payment is delayed, the more income the borrower loses, and the
more the lender profits from the produce of the land. Indeed, the
lender’s right to demand payment is not crucial, and perhaps the absence
of a date shows that he relinquished it.

In summary: The questions addressed to Rabad relate to a situa-
tion in which a date is absent from the agreement of a mashkonah (a land
pawn) and of a pawn: May the lender force a payment in cash (or sell the
pawn)—and when—or must he continue holding onto the mashkonah (a
land pawn) or to the pawn? Rabad answers that if there is a local Jewish
practice, the practice defines the inexplicit agreement. 

Where there is no local Jewish practice: in the case of a pawn, we
find a talmudic ruling that he can force a payment after 30 days. Gentile
law and practice cannot change this ruling. 

As to a mashkonah (a land pawn), there is no talmudic ruling.
Therefore, the practice of the Gentiles defines the inexplicit agreement,
based on the talmudic principle of “the law of the land is the law.”

Soloveitchik’s account of the suit between Aimery de Clermont
and the Abbot of Aniane in the year 1203 is most interesting. However,
we are not shown even a remote parallel in the writings of Rabad.

My Reply

R. Buckwold prefaces his critique of the gaged loan with one directed
against my remarks about dina de-malkhuta dina. He cites the ruling of
Rashbam, who lived north of the Loire, as disproving my thesis, and fol-
lows up both in the text and in a lengthy footnote (86) with an argument
disputing the radical nature of Rabad’s ruling, not to speak of Rabad’s
alleged esteem for the judicial practice in the surrounding society. 

In the preface to this section of the essay, I wrote, “I would like . . . to
conclude it (i.e., the essay) with three brief examples of how Rabad’s
writings are anchored in Provençal life and thought.” I clearly was far too
brief. Let us begin by noting that Rabad does not say that the instance at
bar of following Gentile practice in some instances of mashkona (we will
discuss the meaning of the term later) is one of dina de-malkhuta dina,
rather that “this matter is akin to dina de-malkhuta dina” (vz rcs cureu

tbhs t,ufkns tbhsk), and in a gloss to Maimonides, Yad, Hil. Malveh ve-
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Loveh 25:10, which I also cited (and which R. Buckwold ignores), he
states that one follows Gentile custom in the matter of solidarity 
of sureties, Rabad does not mention dina de-malkhuta dina at all 
(ktrahk ohudv in ihshnku dvbnv hpk tkt ruujn ubht vz). Why the “akin” of
Rabad in the case at bar and his silence in the case of sureties?

Very simple. All cases of dina de-malkhuta dina involve commands
of a sovereign ruler. His authority to issue these commands may stem
from the traditional prerogatives of a ruler presumed in medieval politi-
cal theory to have consent of the entire realm as Rashbam would have it,
from rabbinic ordinance (repv ihs ,hc repv) as Rabbenu Tam advocat-
ed, from the implicit powers of a ruler parallel to those of a Jewish king
(vfuknv hypan) as is reported in the name of Ri, from the ownership of
all the lands of the realm, as a king had in a feudal structure, and obedi-
ence to his commands is a precondition to the right of settlement as R.
Eliezer of Metz, and more famously R. Nissim of Gerona held, or from
some variation of the above.9 This may be, and indeed swiftly was
extended to rulers of all sorts—dukes, barons, local potentates and also
to town councils (raat) when cities achieved local autonomy and self-
government. And it is to this sovereign authority, the traditional prerog-
ative of the king to confiscate and award property, that Rashbam refers
when he writes the passage that R. Buckwold cited:

The coutumiers (minhagot) that Rabad is referring to, however, were
not the product of any legislation, nor were they the consequence of the
will of any sovereign body; they were simply the local customs as known
by all, and if questioned, as attested to by the elders. The coutumiers are
not something ordained from above; quite the contrary, legislation is an
innovation and an anathema and is out of the question. Coutumiers are
the time-honored practices of some locale that throughout much of
Western Europe were held to have prescriptive force, for people must act
in the present as they have acted in the past. Three different coutumiers
can obtain under the same ruler, if three places under his sway have dif-
fering traditions as they often did; conversely, the lands of three different
rulers can and did have the identical coutumier. It is this fundamental
difference that led Rabad on one occasion to analogize local minhagot to
dina de-malkhuta dina (as both they and the “minhagot of a royal power,”
as Rashbam puts it, flow from being time-honored) but not identify it
with that principle (for a coutumier neither eventuates in nor flows from
any sovereign power, to tax, issue coin, execute, confiscate and the like).
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And on a second occasion, in the matter of sureties, he refrained from
analogizing them to dina de-malkhuta dina altogether. In the matter of
local coutumiers, we are here in a grey area, and the direction in which
one turns in grey areas indicates how one is inclined. 

Furthermore, Halakhah, like common law, tends to be casuistic,
that is to say, it tends to decide things on a case by case basis. A decisor
can, if he so chooses, expand his ruling into a general formulation, or he
can leave it to others to enshrine the ruling not simply as precedent but
as archetype. Rabad was asked about a secured loan both of mobilia and
real estate in which no date repayment was specified. He replied fully to
the question at hand and to variants thereof. He could have stopped
there; but he didn’t. He proceeded to enunciate a general principle
applicable to all lacunae in Jewish law, something he was not asked
about and something he obviously felt quite at ease in promulgating.

Gentile law, he announced, should fill the inter-
stices, the blank spaces of Halakhah. This is no minor assertion; small
wonder that Ramban, when he referred to this responsum in his reply to
an inquiry of R. Samuel of Cerdagne (ha-Sardi), the author of the Sefer
ha-Terumot, wrote:10

His pupil, Rashba, spoke pointedly against analogizing regnant Gentile
law to royal law and enactments, even claiming that rulings of the royal
courts which constitute expansions or interpretations of the royal wish
were not halakhically binding:11

In another responsum he reiterated even more forcefully his critique
against the mandatory force of the now-transcribed local coutumiers
and parts of Roman law that had filtered into law books:12

Meiri, though a proud defender of Provençal traditions in general and
of Rabad’s writings against the critiques of Ramban in particular,13 nev-
ertheless wrote:14
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A characteristically bold doctrine of Rabad, voluntarily enunciated
far beyond the immediate, local need of the case at bar, a parallel ruling
of his in the matter of solidarity of sureties and a positive assessment on
Rabad’s part of the security of the Provençal exile of his time (as reflect-
ed in his Sifra Commentary), taken together with an effective court sys-
tem of civil law, which Provence in mid twelfth-century possessed but
scarcely Champagne—all this led me to write what I did in the essay.

R. Buckwold’s approach is not to ask: What concretely did Rabad
have in mind when he wrote of minhagot? What concretely was Rashbam
thinking of when he wrote of ohfknv hypan ka ,udvbn? The first would
have led him to books on French private law in the Middle Ages and the
nature of coutumiers; the second, to medieval political theory and ratio-
nales of royal power.15 (Without the notion of consensus fidelium, the
universal agreement that is postulated in medieval political theory, and
need not actually exist, one is perplexed by Rashbam’s continuation: 

Did they run a referendum in medieval times on royal edicts?) In either
case R. Buckwold would swiftly have realized how different the two rulings
of Rabad and Rashbam were. He, furthermore, declined (barring a passing
reference to Rabbenu Yonah in a footnote) to place the remarks of Rabad
in their medieval context, in the writings of his Provençal and Catalonian
successors. This would have led him to such books as Shilo’s comprehen-
sive study of the topic, entitled, not surprisingly, dina de-malkhuta dina,
which would provide him with a fuller and clearer halakhic and historical
understanding of that concept.16 It would have made him equally cog-
nizant of the boldness of Rabad’s ruling. He relied rather upon the six-
teenth and seventeenth century commentators on Alfasi and the Shulh. an
Arukh,17 who could not know of the nature of coutumiers, and thus elided
the dramatic expansion contained in Rabad’s ruling, treating it as dealing
directly with the classic instance of sovereign edicts.

This problem runs like an Ariadne thread through much of R.
Buckwold’s presentation. To give another example from the topic under
discussion. R. Buckwold points out that Rabad’s doctrine, far from being
an expansion of dina de-malkhuta dina, is actually a restrictive one,
writing: “2) This very ruling of Rabad greatly limits the authority of
local civil law, in that it cannot overrule explicit talmudic law or even
Jewish custom! Based on Rabad’s explicit opinion here, later halakhic
authorities ruled to limit the authority of the law of the land, contrary
to the broader ruling of a Tosafist opinion of R. Yiz. h. ak b. Perez. , specifi-
cally referring to the Gentile practice of pawns.” R. Buckwold then pro-
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ceeds to treat R. Yiz. h. ak’s ruling as one of many halakhic positions
advanced by rishonim, on par with the other positions of the Tosafists or
of Ramban and his school. Let us look more closely at that doctrine and
the use that R. Buckwold makes of it, for it illustrates the difference
between writing history and doing law and also the dangers that attend
a would-be-historian of Halakhah (or would-be critic of a historian of
Halakhah) in viewing the medieval rishonim from the vantage point of
the Shulh. an Arukh.

The doctrine of R. Yiz. h. ak b. Perez. , a late thirteenth century English
scholar, is a radical one. It states that dina de-malkhuta dina overrides
not just Jewish customary practice but even explicit talmudic dictates!
Taken at face value, this would mean that someone seeking a yadin
yadin degree would do better studying in an American law school than
in a yeshivah. Not surprisingly did many decry this doctrine.18 It merits
further inspection.

The doctrine is found in the printed Mordekhai on Bava Kamma
and in the Mordekhai only.19 No other medieval collection cites him.
Inspection of Avraham Halperin’s critical edition of Mordekhai on Bava
Kamma reveals the following. Fourteen of the eighteen manuscripts of
the work on Bava Kamma do not have this passage at all, including that
of the Academy of Science, Budapest 2o 1, the oldest and far away the
best manuscript. Of the four remaining, three have the manuscript as a
gloss and one (Jewish Theological seminary [JTS] Rabbinica 674) has
the passage in the text, though marked ’xu,, that is to say ,pxu,.20

(Thus, as Halperin and Urbach already noted, one can trace the
progress of the gloss into the text.21) As luck would have it, a manuscript
similar to the one in the JTS library found its way to the printers in
Constantinople of the first edition of the Mordekhai in 1509.22 They
published what they possessed and accurately marked it with the note
“’xu,” i.e., ,pxu, (a marking that is still found in the standard Rom edi-
tion). However, many famous doctrines of the Ba‘alei ha-Tosafot are
equally found as “tosefet” to the printed Mordekhai, for the author was
killed in the Rindfleisch pogrom of 1298, and his students added to the
unfinished oeuvre the notes R. Mordekhai had assembled but had not
yet integrated into his work.23 Subsequent halakhists, therefore, had no
way of knowing that this note was not an integral part of the Mordekhai.
Thus, by the agency and only by the agency of the printed Mordekhai,
did the doctrine enter the halakhic mainstream, especially in the writ-
ings of such Polish talmudists as R. Mosheh Isserles and the commenta-
tors on the Shulh. an Arukh.
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If viewed from the vantage point of modern times, the post Shulh. an
Arukh period, were Rabad’s doctrine to have dealt with rule of a sover-
eign power (as it did not), it would indeed have been a restriction of R.
Yiz. h. ak’s position, as R. Buckwold describes it. In terms of the Middle
Ages, R. Yiz. h. ak’s doctrine simply didn’t exist. It achieved no recognition
in rishonic literature, was registered in no halakhic work of the period. It
is a report of a scribe of a ruling of a none-too-famous talmudist that at
a much later date and by sheer accident made its way into the first edi-
tion of an influential text. Once a doctrine enters the legal mainstream,
it is given full faith and credence; historically, however, it cannot be
equated to or used as yardstick to measure major doctrines of medieval
halakhists or be called a “Tosafist” opinion. 

In fact, one doesn’t even know if R. Yiz. h. ak b. Perez. ever intended
the wider rule that later authorities attributed to him. He never enunci-
ated a general principle, as did Rabad. True, he cited the Talmud in
Gittin 9b as proof. Yet, he adjudicated a specific case only, and one
charged with meaning, even danger in the England of his time. He ruled
on the right to sell a pawn after a year and a day had elapsed since the
time of the loan, a right that the King of England had specifically given
Jews and expected them to exercise, to put it mildly.24 In England, Jews
and all that they possessed were, by R. Yiz. h. ak’s time, the property of the
king, not only theoretically—as may equally have been the case in some
other parts of Western Europe—but practically. Lest the reader suspect
that I am exaggerating, the words of the greatest English jurist of the
Middle Ages, Henry de Bracton, a contemporary of R. Yiz. h. ak, should
be cited: “The Jew can have nothing that is his own, for whatever he
acquired he acquires not for himself but for the King; for Jews live not
for themselves but for others, so they acquire not for themselves but for
others.”25 The Mandate of Henry III in 1253 to his Justices who had
“Custody of the Jews” put it very simply: “The King has provided and
ordained that no Jew remain in England unless he do the King service,
and that from the hour of his birth every Jew, male or female, serve us
in some way.”26

Jewish money lending was under an extraordinarily close and brutal
supervision in England, without parallel in Western Europe.27 A failure
to maximize one’s income in an intra-Jewish transaction resulted in less
money being available for lending at interest to Gentiles. This, in turn,
meant less income for a grasping, ruthless Crown. All Jewish financial
transactions, whether between one Jew and another or between Jews
and Gentiles, were effectively under royal scrutiny. If all that a Jew
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owned was both legally and in fact the property of the Crown, the writ
of dina de-malkhuta ran literally in every financial transaction of a Jew.
Would R. Yiz. h. ak have ruled the same way in instances where the Crown
was not breathing down the neck of a community that had been literally
shattered by brutal royal exactions,28 as, say, in a case of an abutment of
two Jewish properties (trmn rc)? The halakhist looks at how the case
has been subsequently interpreted and has his answer; the historian is
barred from doing so, and despite the argument from Gittin, he must
leave the question unanswered.

Let us now address R. Buckwold’s substantive critique of my analy-
sis of the gaged loan.

1. He challenges my analogy of Rabad’s ruling to the case of Aimery
of Clermont and the abbot of Aniane. He points out that latter case dealt
with pawns (mashkon), that is to say mobilia (mittaltelin), whereas
Rabad’s ruling dealt with a “mashkona of land,” as he calls it, more prop-
erly, a “possessory mortgage,” where the creditor takes possession of the
real estate—home or field—of the borrower. (“Contrary to Soloveitchik’s
reading, the ruling of Rabad to follow gentile practice has nothing to do
with a regular pawn at all, but rather with a ‘mashkona of land’” [p. 201].
And again: “Soloveitchik’s account of the suit between Aimery de
Clermont and the Abbot of Aniane in the year 1203 is most interesting.
However, we are not shown even a remote parallel in the writings of
Rabad” [pg. 203]). Once again I wrote too briefly. Having spent a num-
ber of years studying securities in loan arrangements both in Jewish and
Germanic law for a study that I published,29 I assumed knowledge of its
fundamentals by my readers. I should have stated that in Germanic law
there is no difference between a pawn of land and one of mobilia. In both
cases the borrower has willingly parted with possession of his property,
and as there was no clear distinction in Germanic law between owner-
ship and possession, he who yielded up possession of either land or
mobilia, surrendered his ownership of it and was left with only a right to
redeem his former property that he had willingly alienated.30 For this
reason I treated the two cases as identical, and I pointed out that as
habits are habits, the inability to demand payment from a Gentile debtor
in instance of secured debts gave rise to questions both in Ashkenaz and
Provence whether a demand for repayment existed in Jewish law both as
regards mashkona and mashkon. (Truth to tell, I am a bit surprised at R.
Buckwold’s objection, for he read, as we shall see,31 Malafosse’s article on
possessory mortgages where the Germanic concept of pawn is clearly
spelled out and applied to the “land pawn.”)
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2. R. Buckwold then writes “Contrary to Soloveitchik’s presentation
the query was not: May a pawn be considered ‘quit-payment’? For if it
were, Rabad’s answer—ihs ,hcc urfun lkhtu ouh ohaukan vfkvv hpku—
would not prove anything.”32 I request the reader to read my remarks in
the original text, above, p. 197. I never contended that the question
posed to Rabad was one of quit-payment. I said that in Germanic law
pawns were quit-payment, while Halakhah views all loans as obligation-
al. However, once the question arose whether or not a debtor can be
forced to redeem his pawn by paying his debt in legal tender, there are
indigenous categories in the Halakhah, as arupn heh,upt, that would
yield the same result as that of quit-payment.

3. I cannot grasp R. Buckwold’s presentation of arupn heh,upt. He
links this institution with the ruling of the Yerushalmi in Shevi‘it (vuuknv

u,ynan ,hghcav wugcu,k tka ,bn kg urhcj ,t) as understood by Ri Corcos
(cited by my critic in n. 93), who states that according to the Yerushalmi
the debtor is “morally bound” (ohna ihsn) in such a case to repay the
loan and conversely, the creditor has the right of self-help (tk xp, ht

vhbhn ibhepn). By virtue of this linkage, the same right of self help and
“moral duty” of payment should exist in the instance of a destroyed
heh,upt (uvsa vpj,xb). However, I have not found any such rulings in
the classic sources. Needless to say, I fail equally to understand his next
paragraph (in parenthesis) further relating Rabad’s position about the
personal nature of debt (hapb ,t h,scgha lk tk) to his remarks in Bava
Mez. i‘a about arupn heh,upt. All Rabad says in that passage is that in an
arupn heh,upt, the creditor has restricted his property lien to a single
piece of real estate. Finally, the linkage is problematic methodologically;
see below, pp. 233. and n. 48 ad loc.)

R. Buckwold then points out in considerable detail (pp. 201-203)
that the responsum makes reply to three different situations: where
there is a talmudic ruling on the case (as in mashkon), where there is a
Jewish practice (as in possessory mortgages with a stipulated time), and,
finally, where there is neither Jewish custom nor any talmudic ruling (as
in an open-ended possessory mortgage). He goes to great length to
explain each and every one of the three cases discussed by Rabad in this
responsum and why the last case is truly problematic. His implicit criti-
cism is that I had claimed that Rabad had made the entire question of
demanding payment in the instance of securities dependent on Gentile
practice, which clearly he did not. 

I have little quarrel with the substantive portion of these remarks,
but again I fear that my brevity was, perhaps, detrimental. I wrote: 
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“Rabad threw up his hands at the problem and decided to let
the Gentiles solve de facto the riddle of their own making. He
replied: 

The reply is revealing, especially his concluding remark: 

Having quoted the two passages where Rabad states explicitly that
whenever there is a Jewish custom, not to speak of a talmudic ruling,
one ignores the Gentile practice, and also states that his practical ruling
affects only the instance of the possessory mortgage, I didn’t think that
it was necessary to summarize in English what had just been said in
simple Hebrew. Re-reading my formulation in light of R. Buckwold’s
agitated remarks, I realize two things. First, that it would have been
wiser to restate in English what had just been cited in Hebrew and,
more significantly, that the Hebrew citation that I gave of Rabad gives
the impression that he invoked the Gentile coutumier in all cases of pos-
sessory mortgages, when in fact he did so only in the case of one with-
out a term limit. I would now add the following sentence. “Rabad ruled
that when there was a halakhic ruling (as in the case of a mobilia pawn)
we naturally follow the Halakhah; where there was Jewish custom (as in
a possesory mortgage with a term limit) we follow Jewish custom;
where there was neither (as in a possesory mortgage without a term
limit), Rabad had no answer and decided to let the gentiles solve de facto
the riddle of their own making” and continue on as in the text. 

R. Buckwold is particularly offended by my suggestion that the
question whether there is a right to collection in the case of a gaged loan
was generated by Gentile practice. To him this impugns the integrity of
halakhic discourse. I don’t see why it does. Suppose contemporary Jewry
were to return to having their business affairs regulated by Halakhah.
Would not the question immediately arise whether an endorsed check
that has been given to a third party has met the requirements of vch,f

vrhxnu needed in the sale of loan documents?33 Endorsement is com-
mon practice in the surrounding society, so the question naturally aris-
es: What is its standing in Halakhah? The overwhelming bulk of Jewish
credit was extended to Gentiles and in these numerous transactions,
gaged loans were not collectible. Nothing was then more natural than to
ask: What is the standing of gaged loans in Jewish law? R. Buckwold
goes on at length to show that there are good grounds in Halakhah for
serious doubt about collection in an open-ended possessory mortgage.
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Of course there were; otherwise Rabad would not have been stumped.
Why does grappling with contemporary realities, which by definition are
of Gentile manufacture, impugn the integrity of the Halakhah? Only if one
assumes that any contact of civil law with the nitty-gritty of actual business
undermines its purity. I don’t share my learned critic’s assumption.

My argument in the matter of the gaged pawn (both of mobilia and
real estate) was that the question of the right to demand cash payment
arose in Jewish communities of both Ashkenaz and Provence because 1)
no such right existed for the creditor in the innumerable loans that Jews
extended to Gentiles, for such transactions were governed by Germanic
law, 2) there were concepts indigenous to Halakhah which might preclude
such a right, 3) Rabad fell back on Gentile law for resolution of the
instance where he could find no guidance in either normative Halakhah
or common Jewish practice, and 4) by so doing, the halakhic system of
obligation intersected here with the Germanic one of Sachhaftung, paral-
lel to the intersection of Sachhaftung and the Roman system of obligatio,
reflected in the suit between Aimery and the abbot. I fail to see how R.
Buckwold’s lengthy excursus affects in the slightest any of these four points.

No less important is that R. Buckwold missed entirely the final, fifth
point of my brief presentation. Rabad did not simply rule on a case of a
possessory mortgage in an open-ended loan. He proceeded to issue a
sweeping, unqualified ruling that Gentile law should fill in all the lacu-
nae in halakhic civil law and practice.34 This is the same as a contempo-
rary decisor ruling that all gaps in H. oshen Mishpat should be filled by
the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). (Admittedly, the coutumiers
were far, far less comprehensive than is the UCC, but so too was 12th

century Halakhah, not to speak of Provençal Halakhah of the time, as
compared to the Halakhah of today.) No wonder that Ramban called
Rabad’s response ougng (“obscurity”; the colloquial “murky” might be a
better translation) and Rashba wrote about this radical notion: iht ota

ktrah hbhs oukau xj ,kyc wif rnut v,t. This danger, however, gave
Rabad’s bold soul no pause. This doctrine is, as R. Buckwold emphasizes,
more restrictive than the one commonly attributed to R. Yiz.h. ak b. Perez. ,
which would have the UCC overrule literally a setam Mishnah. However,
to be less extreme than a ruling that many halakhists considered to be off
the wall, is not yet a sign of moderation. Needless to say, Rabad had to
have had a positive assessment of contemporary Gentile law to have
allowed its astonishing, massive infusion into Jewish judicial praxis.

If there is any defect in my presentation of this responsum in my
essay, it lies in my failure to spell out the wholly unsolicited and radical
nature of Rabad’s ruling. The final section was an add-on, as it were, to



an article whose purpose was to challenge the regnant image of the past
half a millennium of “Rabad the Maimonidean critic” and replace it
with that of “Rabad the talmudic commentator,” upon which role his
central influence on Halakhah was based. Preoccupied as I was to por-
tray Rabad’s boldness in commentary, I failed to do that same boldness
justice in the realm of adjudication. 

Example 2

I wrote:35

Material problems no less than contemporary concepts elicited response
from Rabad, and I would like to end with a brief study of the practical
import of one of his better known Maimonidean notes. In his hassagah
to Mekhirah 6:12, Rabad explains Samuel’s famous ruling rya rfunv

kujn—ukjnu urhcjk cuj after this fashion: 

These are some of the most seminal words ever penned on the nature of
obligation and, together with those of Rabbenu Tam,37 have given birth
to an entire literature. But the “lfhpk” suggests a practical moment to his
remarks, and this finds corroboration in the fact that Rabad saw fit to
reiterate this proviso on no less than four other occasions.38 Clearly
Rabad’s doctrine must be studied not only from the perspective of the
development of Halakhic thought, but also in the context of twelfth cen-
tury Provence. It should be linked with another ruling of Rabad reported
in Sefer haTerumot:39

I, for one, am at a loss to understand how the case discussed by
Alfasi has any bearing upon the question at hand. If Rabad, however, says
that it is relevant, I defer to his judgment, but I remain no less perplexed.
Assuming that one can indeed make deductions about the problem
under discussion from R. Isaac of Fez’s language about gifts made in con-
templation of death (grn chfa ,b,n), what weight should this inference
carry with someone who penned massive criticisms of Alfasi? If Rabad
had intuitively felt that no renunciation take place with gaged debts,
nothing that Alfasi might have said, even explicitly, would have swayed
him. Clearly Rabad was not deducing anything from R. Isaac’s remarks,
as he contended. But, having arrived intuitively at a doctrine of non-
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renunciation, and lacking any proof for his position, he seized upon a
formulation of Alfasi as precedent and asmakhta.

Behind these two rulings stands the problem of credit circulation.
In a society where trade has achieved some vigor one standard form of
payment is the transfer of notes of indebtedness. We do it daily when we
endorse checks, which are simply notes of indebtedness. When the payee
endorses it, he transfers it to another in exchange for something received.
Notes of indebtedness were hardly as common in twelfth century Provence
as in our day, but then neither was money. There was a dearth of currency
at the time in Provence,40 and a double burden was thus thrust upon notes
of indebtedness (cuj hrya). They became a basic vehicle of exchange.
Samuel’s ruling kujn wukjnu rzju urhcjk cuj rya rfunv, i.e., that the debt
may be renounced by the original creditor even after he has sold it to
another, mortally impedes the free movement of credit. If a debt once sold
can yet be renounced by the original creditor, no one will accept a trans-
ferred note of indebtedness, or will accept it only at great discount. The
fact that Samuel’s ruling awakened no surprise in talmudic times41 and no
efforts were made to neutralize it in practice shows that credit circulation
played a small role in the talmudic economy. This was hardly the case in
the high Middle Ages. The very first formularies of notes of indebtedness
that we possess contain clauses to order or to bearer (z’’fb);42 that is to say,
they anticipate the need for .the sale of such notes and attempt to allow for
it. Rabad’s remarks in the hassagot are an attempt to validate these clauses;
his responsum in the Sefer ha-Terumot seeks to preclude renunciation even
in notes lacking such clauses. Both rulings seek to open the arteries of cred-
it blocked by Samuel’s ruling. The two dicta hns kcens vhshk thyns itnf and
hnmg ,t h,scgha lk tk though poles apart conceptually, are a two-pronged
attempt to wrestle with the problems that presented themselves as Jews
moved from an agricultural to a credit economy. 

Rabad’s neutralization of Samuel’s ruling went yet further: it trans-
formed the note of indebtedness from a personal document into a mone-
tary instrument. If such a note can be used to collect from the original
parties only, it is of personal but not economic significance, “A” possessed
money before, “B” did not. After the loan, “B” possesses money, “A” a
piece of paper. Money has changed hands but no more of it is in circula-
tion. If however “A” can transfer this note and proceed to purchase
things with it; in other words, if “A” retains his buying power at the same
time that “B” has acquired it, every loan with a note of indebtedness then
doubles in effect the volume of currency in circulation. Rabad’s famous
doctrine of hnmg ,t h,scgha lk tk with all its conceptual significance, was
at the same time an attempt to validate the coin minted by a society suf-
fering from a dearth of currency.

37. Pisqei ha-Rosh, Ketubbot, 9:10.
38. References in Bet ha-Behirah, Bava Mesi‘a (ed. K. Schlesinger), pg. 67 nn. 475, 477
and the novellae of Aderet to Gittin ad. loc.
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39. Sefer ha-Terumah (ed. GidduIe Terumah) 51:6:3
40. J. de Malafosse, “Contribution a 1’étude du crédit dans le Midi au Xe et XIe siècles: les
sûretés réelles,“ Annales du Midi LXII1 (1951):105-48. To this state of affairs does R. Moses
ben Todros refer when he writes (Sifran Shel Rishonim, pg. 36): ogv kfu wrxju eujs okugva

uc exg,vk htkn khyvk tku uhjt ,t aht ,uukvk vhumn vyurpv ihta /ukt ,t ukt ,uukvkn ihgbnb/

41. As did, for example, the injunction against usufruct for possessing mortgages, Bava
Mesi‘a 67b.
42. A. Gulack, Oz. ar ha-Shetarot, pp. 206-207.

R. Buckwold writes:

Example 2—“In his hassagah to Mekhirah 6:12, Rabad explains
Samuel’s famous ruling ‘kujn ukjnu rzju urcjk cuj rya rfunv’ [“One (a
lender) who sells a note of indebtedness to another individual and subse-
quently forgives the debt, it stands forgiven”]—after this fashion:

[Because the borrower says to the buyer (of the note)—I did not subject
myself to you. Therefore, if he (the borrower) wrote in the note of
indebtedness: “I am hereby obligated to you (the lender) and to all (sub-
sequent buyers of the note) who take your place,” he (the lender) is not
able to forgive the debt after selling the note of indebtedness.] 

“These are some of the most seminal words ever penned on the
nature of obligation and, together with those of Rabbeinu Tam, have
given birth to an entire literature. But the “lefikhakh” (“therefore”)] sug-
gests a practical moment to his remarks, and this finds corroboration in
the fact that Rabad saw fit to reiterate this proviso on no fewer than four
other occasions. Clearly Rabad’s doctrine must be studied not only from
the perspective of the development of Halakhic thought, but also in the
context of 12th century Provence.”

Soloveitchik goes on with his third example, which will be discussed
later. He concludes:

Behind these two rulings stands the problem of credit circulation…
There was a dearth of currency at the time in Provence, and a double
burden was thus thrust upon cuj hrya [notes of indebtedness]. . .
Samuel’s ruling “rzju urcjk cuj rya rfunv” [“One (a lender) who sells
a note of indebtedness to another individual and subsequently forgives
the debt, it stands forgiven”] mortally impedes the free movement of
credit. . . . Both rulings seek to open the arteries of credit blocked by
Samuel’s ruling. The two dicta . . . are a two-pronged attempt to wres-
tle with the problems that presented themselves as Jews moved from
an agricultural to a credit economy. Rabad’s famous doctrine of tk”
“hnmg ,t lk h,scgha [“I did not obligate myself to you”] with all its
conceptual significance, was at the same time an attempt to validate
the coin minted by a society suffering from a dearth of currency
(“Programmatic Essay,” pp. 34-35). [Translations mine.]
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Reservations:
1. Let us assume that the economic background presented here is accu-

rate. Of course, healthy commerce is of great importance in Halakhah.
Rabbinic enactments made to insure healthy commerce (“,be, ouan

euav”) are common in the Mishnah and Talmud. Rabbinic authorities
continued to make such enactments throughout Jewish history—long
after the completion of the Talmud. And no attempt was made to disguise
them in any way. Why then would Rabad have had to disguise his ruling
as if its source was actually the Talmud and talmudic logic?!

Interestingly, Rosh explains the enactment of ma‘amad sheloshtan
(selling credit orally in the presence of the borrower, the original lender,
and the buyer of the credit) as coming to solve problems of commerce
very similar to those mentioned in the “Programmatic Essay.” A note of
admission, odita, from the lender-seller stating that the credit was trans-
ferred to the buyer via ma‘amad sheloshtan (even though this actu-
ally wasn’t done) would have sufficed as a simple solution for a secure
transfer of credit.

2. Rabad’s ruling can be understood quite simply and compellingly
without reference to economic conditions in Provence. Here is the gist of
the ruling: if the borrower obligates himself to repay all who buy the
loan, then the original lender loses his right to cancel the debt. This rul-
ing has a very strong basis: 1) Simple logic dictates that since the borrow-
er specifically obligated himself to the buyers of the credit, his obligation
to them is absolute—leaving the original lender powerless to cancel this
obligation. 2) Rabad cites talmudic sources for this ruling—sources
which are strangely absent from the “Programmatic Essay.”

Indeed, Rashba (Responsa vol. 3 section 20) exclaims in a rare form
of praise for this ruling of Rabad: ohezj wohrurcu ohbufb s’’ctrv hrcs—
!emun htrf—“Rabad’s words are correct and clear, strong as a ‘cast metal
mirror’ [an expression taken from Job 37:18, expressing solidity and clarity].”

3. Despite the clear and simple logic in this ruling, as mentioned
above, Rabad’s own rationale is actually more complicated. It is based,
Rabad explains, on his reasoning, which differs from Rambam’s, for the
rule of Samuel -– why, indeed, does the original lender have the power to
cancel the debt that he had sold? Rabad explains: jeukk rnut vukva hbpn

hnmg ,t lk h,scga tk hbt —“Because the borrower says to the buyer [of
the note]—I did not obligate myself to you.”

Soloveitchik appears to regard Rabad’s reasoning as strikingly inno-
vative: “These are some of the most seminal words ever penned on the
nature of obligation.” He proceeds to explain what, in his view, was the
real reason behind this reasoning: “an attempt to validate these clauses
. . . to open arteries of credit blocked by Samuel’s ruling.”

In truth, Rabad’s logic is based on the fundamental principle that a
monetary obligation is not the possession of the lender, but rather a per
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sonal obligation of the borrower. Rabbeinu Tam independently articulat-
ed the same principle.

Indeed, this concept of personal obligation was not an invention of
Rabad and Rabbeinu Tam. It can be found in the Talmud itself: “,ghrp

vumn cuj kgc”—“payment of debt is a miz. vah” (Arakhin 22a, Ketuvot
86a). This means that payment of a debt can be enforced only as a
miz. vah is enforced. Rabad and Rabbeinu Tam logically concluded that
this miz. vah of the borrower is not the property of the lender, and there-
fore cannot be sold by him. Subsequently, the original lender retains the
power to cancel the obligation. This is Samuel’s ruling.

4. If one is searching for novelty in Rabad’s ruling, it is his reliance
on his own rationalization of Samuel’s ruling. After expressing his dis-
agreement with Rambam, Rabad continues “llffhhppkk” [“therefore”] the stip-
ulation “ljfn ohtcv kfku lk scguan hbhrv” [“I am hereby obligated to you
(the lender) and to all (subsequent buyers of the note) who take your
place”] prevents the original lender from having the power to cancel the
debt. The “lfhpk” (“therefore”) implies that according to Rambam’s
rationalization of Samuel’s ruling, this stipulation will not prevent the
original lender from having the power to cancel the debt. Rabad thus
forces into the mouth of Rambam a dissenting opinion that Rambam
himself never uttered!

Indeed, Rav Yosef Karo (in both his Kesef Mishneh and Beit Yosef) dis-
agrees with Rabad on this point. He claims that the rationale of Rabad’s
ruling is so clear that Rambam and Alfasi would also accept the implica-
tions of the proviso “ . . . scguan hbhrv” (“I am hereby subjected . . . ”).

If Soloveitchik’s hypothesis were correct—that Rabad’s ruling
sought “to open the arteries of credit blocked by Samuel’s ruling”—we
run into a major paradox: by forcing a dissenting opinion into Rambam’s
mouth, Rabad was essentially hindering the application of his own 
ruling! 

And indeed, this is what happened. Even though Rav Yosef Karo
ruled clearly that in such a case the borrower must pay according to all
opinions, this ruling was contested by the Keneset ha-Gedolah and the
Giddulei Terumah, basing themselves on Rabad’s implication that
Rambam disagrees.

With the outlook of Prof. Soloveitchik, Rabad was playing the game
for the wrong side. The words he wrote in his hassagot had the potential
to cripple the economy of Provence! This clearly disproves the con-
tention that Rabad was motivated by an ulterior motive: to help solve the
problem of credit circulation.

5. Actually, Soloveitchik’s basic claim that “Samuel’s ruling [‘a
lender who sells a note of indebtedness to another individual and subse-
quently forgives the debt, it stands forgiven’] mortally impedes the free
movement of credit” is highly questionable for a very practical reason:
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Halakhah requires the lender-seller to reimburse the buyer for the loss he
caused by forgiving the debt. This serves both as a powerful deterrent not
to forgive the debt, and as security for the buyer of credit in case the debt
is forgiven. Our system of commerce today in the usage of checks and
their transfer is similar. A personal check may be cancelled, but the writer
of the check is required to reimburse the holder of the check. The fact is
that our check system most definitely does not impede the free move-
ment of credit.

My Reply

I turn first to a footnote because it contains a telling criticism of my
article. R. Buckwold writes: “Let us assume that the economic back-
ground presented is accurate” and in a footnote (n. 96) points out that
the article of Malafosse in the Annales du Midi that I cited in documen-
tation “speaks of a dearth of currency . . . during the 10th and 11th cen-
turies” whereas Rabad lived in the twelfth.                                                    

R. Buckwold is absolutely correct. The article makes no mention of
any shortage of coin in the 12th century. Indeed, the error goes deeper.
Even if the article had made such a claim, it would have been wholly
inadequate for my purposes. Malafosse was a historian of law, and his
article is devoted to demonstrating that even though the Germanic
notions of pawn prevailed at the time in Provence, there existed a late
Roman substratum in the legal culture of the time that still viewed
pawns as accessorial to a debt. Passing remarks by a legal historian
about economic conditions cannot be used to demonstrate economic
facts, unless they are fully documented—as they are not in the cited
article. I can only apologize to my readers for this error.

Where does the issue of coin stand in light of recent research, the most
recent of which is Marc Bompaire, La circulation monnetaire en Languedoc
(Xe-XIIIe siècles) thèse dactylographée, 3 vols. (University of Paris IV, 2002)?
(It will soon be published in the series Cahiers Ernest Babelon.) Briefly put,
despite the absence of any mints west of the Rhone and the small amount
of coin emanating from the mints of Narbonne (where R. Mosheh ben
Todros sat as judge), it would seem that the currency of Montpellier (the
Melguilean denier, minted at Melgeuil, the seat of the Count of Mont-
pellier) made up for any local dearth of currency. This seems to be certain-
ly so in the neighboring zone where Rabad was active, Posquières, Lunel
and Montpellier, far less certain in the Narbonnais, where R. Mosheh ben
Todros (cited in my footnote) sat as judge, and he may well be referring to
a lack of coinage.36
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Would I retract my analysis? In principle, no, as I see no shame in
halakhists being aware of contemporary needs. In point of fact, equally
no. Admittedly, I must change my concluding sentence and add a
penultimate one, but in no way need I alter the thrust of my remarks,
for Rabad’s ruling was of great economic significance and, as we shall
see, he was acutely aware of this.37 In my essay, I spoke not only of
“dearth of currency” but also of the “circulation of credit” and the need
for “unclogging the arteries of credit blocked by Samuel’s ruling.” The
question is not only how much money is in circulation but also how
much credit is available. If someone can loan out moneys and can then
use the note of indebtedness at full or almost full value to do further
business, the transferability of such notes doubles, in effect, the capital
available to the businessman. The creditor can further replenish the
store of money that he has lent by selling the note of indebtedness,
extend credit a second time and then repeat the entire process. Salability
of debts both eases the natural shortage in cash flow from which all
businesses suffer frequently, and at the same time, increases noticeably
the volume of credit and commerce. Either way or both ways, Rabad’s
rulings were fraught with practical significance, which do him and his
ruling no disservice. As a result of Rabbi Buchwold’s timely correction,
my concluding three sentences now read:

If however “A” can transfer this note and proceed to purchase things with
it; in other words, if “A” retains his buying power at the same time that “B”
has acquired it, every loan with a note of indebtedness then doubles in effect
the volume of currency in circulation. It equally doubles the financial
resources available to the individual businessman, for after extending mon-
eys in credit, “A” can replenish his capital by transferring the note of indebt-
edness and lend it once again. Rabad’s famous doctrine of h,scgha lk tk

hnmg ,t with all its conceptual significance, was equally an attempt to
increase dramatically the sum total of credit available to Jewish economic
activity and enable his co-religionists to participate in the massive expan-
sion of European commerce in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, what
Robert Lopez has called “the Commercial Revolution of the Middle Ages.”38

To return to the text.
1. R. Buckwold then writes: “Of course, healthy commerce is of

great importance in Halakhah. Rabbinic enactments made to insure
healthy commerce (euav ,be, ouan) are common in the Mishnah and
Talmud. Rabbinic authorities continued to make enactments through-
out Jewish history—long after the completion of the Talmud. And no
attempt was made to disguise them in any way. Why then would Rabad



have had to disguise his ruling as if its source was actually the Talmud
and talmudic logic?”

a] I never said Rabad “disguised” his rulings in the matter of sale of
debt (cuj ,rhfn). Underlying R. Buckwold’s remarks are two assump-
tions. First, his misunderstanding of my statement in the previous sec-
tion of the essay “Law leans towards continuity and has an antipathy to
radical change; thus the revolutionary jurist must disguise his innova-
tions—even from himself.” We will deal with in the second part of our
reply. 

Even if I had intended what R. Buckwold thinks I did, why would
Rabad here, of all places, have “disguised” his new doctrine? It is a
major contribution to the theory of obligations. Why would Rabad not
proclaim it from the rooftops? What need had he to insinuate it into the
halakhic process? 

The second tacit assumption of R. Buckwold’s critique is that an
idea generated by a contemporary problem is somehow specious and
illegitimate and must be camouflaged if it is to enter the legal main-
stream. I addressed this in my preface. Does R. Buckwold believe that
the entire legal corpus of the American court system is specious or dis-
guised? Never was there a decision more tailored to a specific situation
than John Marshall’s decision in Marbury v. Madison.39 Does anyone
doubt that that decision that established the principle of judicial
supremacy is a lasting contribution to American legal thought? Does he
imagine that the responsa literature of the past thousand years is bereft
of merit, and that it is composed of meretricious, clandestine argu-
ments? A contemporary problem, as I said before, is simply a challenge
to a system as is a good kushya in the beit midrash or a good article in a
law review. The quality of the response depends on the caliber of the
responder, not on where the challenge comes from. 

Truth to tell, I never claimed that Rabad’s solution stemmed simply
from a pressing contemporary problem. I wrote: “Rabad’s famous doc-
trine of hnmg ,t h,scgha lk tk with all its conceptual significance, was at
the same time an attempt to validate the coin minted by a society suffer-
ing from a dearth of currency.” (Italics now added— HS.) If an idea is a
major contribution to halakhic thought, is it the worse for being, at the
same time, a solution to a pressing contemporary problem? Must impor-
tant halakhic ideas, to R. Buckwold’s way of thinking, be inutile or of
utility by coincidence only? And had this major contribution arisen solely
in consequence of grappling with contemporary problems, why would it
be the worse for this fact?
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b] R. Buckwold then asks why would Rabad need to validate sale of
debts by written instrument, when he could always have used t,hsut?

In the view of Alfasi and Maimonides, for example, sale of debts are
mi-de-rabbanan, that is to say are a rabbinical ordinance.40 Do we recite
a blessing on endorsing checks as we do over the lighting of Hanukkah
candles? There is no religious merit in transferring a debt, why then the
ordinance? Because of commercial necessity, as it became increasingly
difficult for business to be shackled by the law of the Torah that preclud-
ed sale of debts. So the Sages (H. azal) legitimated the sale of debts. (In
financial matters, they had the full rights to institute what they deemed
best.) Why, however, did they trouble themselves to introduce sale of
debts, when they could have used an t,hsut? Any businessman could
provide the answer. Business is complicated, and if an important need
exists, there is generally a need for alternative methods to deal with that
exigency. What holds true for H. azal holds equally true for Rabad. 

2. My learned critic then points out that there is talmudic proof
from Gittin 13b that Rabad himself adduced in his other writings for
the inability of the original creditor to waive the lien if the note of
indebtedness contains a clause to bearer. R. Buckwold then wonders
why I did not refer to this passage of Rabad and subtly hints that I was
out to demonstrate how Rabad made up halakhic doctrines out of
whole cloth and cunningly infiltrated them into the halakhic system. In
fact I did refer to it, as we shall soon see. The reason I did not reproduce
and discuss this passage is simply that Rabad employed in Gittin a line
of reasoning different from that which he had enunciated in his famous
Maimonidean gloss—hapb ,t h,scgha lk tk—which was the subject of
my discussion, as I wrote at the outset, “I would like to end with a brief
study of the practical import of one of his better known Maimonidean
notes. In his hassagah to Mekhirah 6: 12. . . .” The relationship between
the two arguments will be discussed in the next section. 

My critic further states that “simple logic” dictates Rabad’s position.
I refer the reader to Ramban’s dissent from Rabad’s position (H. iddushei
Ramban, Gittin, ad loc.) and that of Rosh (Ketubbot, IX:10) and to
Rashba’s lengthy argument defending that position (H. iddushei Rashba,
Gittin, ad loc.). None of them perceived the issue as being one of “sim-
ple logic.” Rashba firmly believed Rabad’s view to be correct; he scarcely
viewed its correctness as being self-evident.

R. Buckwold further points out that Rabad’s position here won the
fulsome praise of Rashba. Let me first point out that Rashba is praising
Rabad’s argument from Gittin, not that of the hassagot; indeed, Rashba
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in that responsum refers to his defense of the doctrine in his h. iddushim
on Gittin. More importantly, even had Rashba referred to the argument
in the hassagah, this would in no way conflict with anything that I said;
unless one assumes that a creative halakhic response to a contemporary
problem must be halakhically baseless, and therefore “disguised” and
slipped surreptitiously into the system. 

3. a. R. Buckwold then writes that Rabbenu Tam arrived at the same
doctrine as Rabad. I concur and so stated in my essay: “These are some
of the most seminal words ever penned on the nature of obligation and
together with those of Rabbenu Tam have given birth to an entire litera-
ture.” R. Buckwold further objects to my high regard of the distinction
between ;udv sucgha and ohxfb sucgha and claims they are obvious infer-
ences from the Talmud. I would simply suggest that many important
ideas once formulated, seem then obvious. Indeed, it is their subsequent
self-evidence which makes these ideas great. I suppose that after hearing
a brilliant resolution of a contradiction in the Mishneh Torah, one could
say it’s obvious that the two rulings deal with different cases or involve
different principles.

But why suppose and conjecture? Rabbenu Tam’s famous distinc-
tion was made very late in his life. To solve the problem of cuj rya rfunv

kujn wukjnu rzju urhcjk, he at first answered that the sale of debts was
only mi-derabbanan. He then retracted that opinion as a result of a
question by his pupil, R. Eleazar of Metz, the author of the Sefer Yere’im.
Only later and unbeknownst to Ri, did Rabbenu Tam develop his theory
of two separate and distinct liens (ohsucgha). For this reason the famous
distinction is not found in the standard, printed Tosafot, which are
based on the Tosafot of the academy (beit ha-midrash) of Ri. Not know-
ing Rabbenu Tam’s theory of two liens, which R. Buckwold considers
elementary, Rabbi Shimshon of Sens (Rash mi-Shanz. ) reports in his
Tosafot on Ketubbot, written at the feet of Ri:

Anyone familiar with the language of Tosafot knows how rare is a phrase
’r ’hn, vhv vcrvu and how much perplexity had to exist to generate so
unusual a phrase. What is obvious to R. Buckwold was clearly not obvi-
ous to Ri. He found Samuel’s ruling to be self-contradictory. Baffled, he
asked: What has been sold and what remains unsold? Clearly the debt
hasn’t been sold, for otherwise the original creditor could not waive the
debt. Yet no less clear is the fact that the debt has been sold, for if no
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waiver takes place, the buyer can collect the debt and demand of the
court that it execute judgment on the property of the debtor. Answering
that sale of debt is a rabbinic enactment solves only part of the prob-
lem—why the debt can be waived; it doesn’t explain why a defective sale
will be enforced, if no such waiver has taken place. By advancing the
existence of two separate and distinct liens, one which is alienable and
another which is not, the puzzle of Samuel’s ruling resolves itself. 

The distinction between in rem and in personam (as ;udv sucgha and
ohxfb sucgha are known in other systems of law) is fundamental to any
understanding of obligations. To take a simple example from the tiny
compass of our discussion: One would not be able to explain heh,upt

arupn. One would know, of course, the law of vzn tkt iugrp lk vhvh tk,
but one would be unable to explain it conceptually or integrate it in any
theory of obligations. 

Let us now turn to Rabad’s Maimonidean gloss. Both Rabad and
Rabbenu Tam shared the same insight—the personal nature of debt,
something separate and distinct from the lien on property which can be
readily sold.42 Rabbenu Tam arrived at that doctrine from grappling with
Samuel’s paradoxical ruling; is there any reason to assume that Rabad
arrived at his conclusion differently? All halakhists grappled with this per-
plexing, self-contradictory halakhah. Alfasi and Maimonides gave their
solutions, Rabad and Rabbenu Tam adduced theirs. The theory of obliga-
tion in personam is an immanent halakhic development. It was also of
great practical significance, and Rabad hastened to announce it in his
Maimonidean gloss. There are two parts to the famous hassagah: first, the
theoretical solution to the problem raised by Samuel’s ruling which was a
product of Rabad`s commentarial genius to which the bulk of my essay
was devoted; second, the practical implications of that doctrine which
Rabad took care to spell out even in the compass of a brief gloss (lfhpk 

’ufu rnut hbt), indicating his vibrant awareness of contemporary need
which was the subject of the essay’s brief, concluding section.

Indeed, Rabad addressed on more than one occasion the ubiquitous
clause to bearer that was appended to loan documents since Geonic
times,43 but whose halakhic validity had yet to be proven. The first time
was in his commentary on Gittin; the second time in his Maimonidean
gloss. The two formulations of Rabad can be viewed as alternative or
complementary. Alternatively, if we have here two independent aperçus,
each yielding the same practical conclusion which Rabad was at pain to
point out seeing its great practical import. Or, as I would take it, com-
plementary, if the gloss on Maimonides contains a rationale that not
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only solves the paradox of Samuel’s ruling but also a problem with or a
limitation of the rationale that Rabad previously advanced in Gittin. 

Over the course of years, Rabad realized that his application of
Amemar’s statement in Gittin in the matter of i,aka sngn to rya ,rhfn

cuj will not work according to the doctrine that ibcrsn cuj ,rhfn. If
debts cannot be sold in principle, as, for example, a okugk tc tka rcs

cannot, no statement of the debtor can effectuate the sale. If the object
is not subject to alienation (uhkg xp,b ihbe iht in Rosh’s phrase, as we
shall see), concessions by any party are irrelevant. One must assume
that in principle debts are salable, i.e., vru,v in cuj ,rhfn, but some
waiveable right of the debtor impedes the alienation. This means there
must be another rationale for Samuel’s problematic ruling and one that
is linked to debtor rights. In time, he realized that this right rested on
the personal nature of indebtedness, in the language of the famous has-
sagah—hapb ,t h,scgha lk tk. It was this that allowed waiver of the debt
(by the original creditor) to take place even after the sale, and it was this
that the debtor could renounce by accepting the clause lk scguan hbbv

ljufn ohtcv kfku. 
In fact, Rabad validated the widely used clause to bearer no less

than four to five times, as he took care in his H. ibbur Harsha’ah to add a
concluding note stating that the addition of the clause lk scguan hbbv

ljufn ohtcv kfku foreclosed the option of waiver (Temim De‘im, #65).
He, furthermore, provided in the preceding section, 64, yet another
means to invalidate such a waiver, namely, by tacking on to the bill of
sale the formula of harsha’ah, ’ufu lnmgk vfz,u ung ius,u lk,. Even
though the point had already been made in the body of his essay, Rabad
took the trouble to reiterate at the end of that work the effectiveness of
this technique. He subsequently reproduced both points in his Hassagot
on Alfasi.44 We have thus no less than five different occasions when
Rabad dealt with the problem of waivers. Rabad offered two different
techniques of circumvention and over the course of years proposed two
complementary rationales, one of which, hapb ,t h,scgha lk tk, consti-
tuted a major breakthrough in the theory of obligations. 

My erudite critic faults me with not citing the Rabad passage in
Gittin. He asserts that “Rabad cites talmudic sources for this ruling—
sources which are strangely absent from the ‘Programmatic Essay’” and
footnotes that Rabad’s proof is brought by Rashba in his H. iddushim on
Gittin. I request the reader to read my remarks at p. 213 where I wrote
“But the ‘lfhpk’ suggests a practical moment to his remarks, and this
finds corroboration in the fact that Rabad saw fit to reiterate this provi-
so on no less than four other occasions,” and footnote 38 cites the 
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H. iddushei ha-Rashba on Gittin. Seeking to keep my references to a mini-
mum, I refrained from citing separately Temim De‘im and the Hassagot
on Alfasi, but made reference to Schlesinger’s note in the Beit ha-
Beh. irah where both sources are cited. Perhaps I should, indeed, have set
forth all this material in detail, as the three or four attempts of Rabad to
validate the widely added clause indicate his concern for the resolution
of the pressing problem of waiver. However, this was the concluding
point of my essay (the entire section on contemporary import, exclusive
of quotations, is less than 1600 words); introducing the other rationales
advanced by Rabad would have complicated the presentation. I would
have had to raise the issue of alternative or cumulative explanations, and
then spell out the nature of Amemar’s ruling in Gittin, the potential
problem in Rabad’s rationale, its resolution by the personal nature of
debt, and the difference between the procedural claim of ohrcs kgc utk

,t hshs (in the matter of harsha’ah) and the substantive one of lk tk

hapb ,t h,scgha. Seeing that the point of the conclusion was, as I explic-
itly stated, to illustrate the practical dimension of a famous hassagah, I
decided to confine my remarks strictly to the hassagah and leave any
larger discussion of the evolution of this doctrine for another time. As
the full spectrum of Rabad’s writings vividly evidences his deep disquiet
with the option of waiver and his ongoing concern for its circumven-
tion, I never dreamt that by counting and referring to these passages but
not actually citing them, I would be suspected of suppressing evidence.

b. My learned colleague then goes on to claim that no creativity was
needed to infer the distinction of in rem and in personam, for the per-
sonal nature of the debt, its non-salability, is rooted in the elementary
principle of vumn cuj kgc ,ghrp, and Rabbenu Tam and Rabad logically
concluded from the existence of such a miz. vah, that the debt cannot be
sold. Before addressing the substance of this strange claim, let us
address its documentation found in footnote 100. He writes: “This rea-
soning is explicit in the novellae of Rashba (Bava Batra 147b) in the
name of Rabbenu Tam. (This is one of the earliest sources we have on
this ruling of Rabbenu Tam.)” When seeking to document a doctrine of
Rabbenu Tam, one goes first to Franco-German sources, the ones clos-
est to Rabbenu Tam and his traditions, As this was a late doctrine of
Rabbenu Tam and unknown to Ri and his beit midrash, our standard
Tosafot do not report it. However, it is found in Tosafot Rosh, both in
Kiddushin (47b s.v. z. arikh) and Ketubbot (85b, s.v. ha-mokher) and
thence to his universally known Pesakim (Ketubbot IX: 10) by whose
agency it entered the halakhic mainstream. No mention is made in any
of the three sources of vumn cuj kgc ,ghrp as being part of Rabbenu



Tam’s reasoning. (I cite, as an example, the text in Ketubbot:

The argument of cuj kgc ,ghrp is an addition or sophistication of Rashba;
he added something to clarify Rabbenu Tam’s theory. What was it?

R. Buckwold believes that it proves not only the personal nature of
the debt, but also its non-salability, writing: “This means that the pay-
ment of a debt can be enforced only as a miz. vah is enforced. Rabad and
Rabbenu Tam logically concluded that this miz. vah of the borrower is
not the property of the lender and therefore cannot be sold to him.
Subsequently, the original lender retains the power to cancel the obliga-
tion.” I must admit that I simply don’t understand what he says. The
dictum cuj kgc ,ghrp simply states that paying one’s creditor is a
miz. vah; it says nothing about who that creditor is. If “B” becomes the
creditor, rather than “A,” the miz. vah is to pay “B”. The original creditor
hasn’t sold anyone’s miz. vah; the debtor must, as before, pay his creditor,
only the identity of the creditor has changed. Is cuj kgc ,ghrp some
miz. vah vukn ka upudc?! It is not even a miz. vah vuk ka upudc. The debtor
may ask a friend to pay the debt at the friend’s own expense. The friend
can then proceed to pay the creditor’s creditor, and by virtue of the
principle of i,b crs tsucgha, the debt is paid and the miz. vah fully per-
formed. Reply will be made that to pay off a person’s debt is to pay the
person himself. Indeed it is, but this equivalence makes sense in terms
extinction of debt in monetary terms, that is to say, from the point of
view of civil law. There is, however, no such equivalence of one body for
another body in the realm of upudca vumn. Clearly, “debtor” and “credi-
tor” and the modes of debt payment are first defined by the categories
of the civil law (H. oshen Mishpat); the religious imperative (miz. vah) and
its manner of realization follow then in their wake.

Rashba addresses a different issue entirely. (I cite, for the reader’s
convenience Rashba’s words: 

Rashba detected a gap in Rabbenu Tam’s argument. While the fact of
ohxfb sucgha is well documented in the Talmud, not so ;udv sucgha. The
phrase is not found in the Talmud, and even if it were, how does this
personal lien express itself legally? In collection—never, for one collects
the tnhkd, not the tp,f.45 One doesn’t collect the body of the debtor, as
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tve senwh' eu jzwt tnjkt njtk vhhbt rgne, sabh ahgctshu ha kt knktv gk
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eke zft/ vagcts aha kt cbfxh echt, eck jhtc vdtp ajchwt njthhc kiwtg kt

jtct, fsenwh' iwhg/ cgk jtc nmtv, ehbt hftk knftw tft'.)



there is no enslavement for debt; collection is always made from the
debtor’s property. Perhaps then no ;udv sucgha exists; rather there are
two ohxfb hsucgha: one lien in rem of real estate which is not extin-
guished by sale or inheritance; a second lien in rem of mobilia, which is
extinguished by sale or inheritance. To close this gap in Rabbenu Tam’s
position, Rashba introduced the Halakhah of vumn cuj kgc ,ghrp. The
personal lien is attested to by this religious imperative.46 Put differently:
ohxfb sucgha is a precise legal term, ;udv sucgha is a metaphor coined for
contrast to ohxfb sucgha. It refers not to any lien on a body but rather to
a personal obligation stemming from the commandment of cuj kgc ,ghrp.
The phrase of Rashba vumn cuj kgc ,ghrp ’hrntsf is brought as evidence
for the preceding clause uk gurpk chhujn urhcja ;udv cuhj kct, not for the
subsequent one rufnk kufh ubht. The non-salability of debts is not
inferred from the miz. vah of cuj kgc ,ghrp, for it can’t be; it is inferred
from Samuel’s ruling that kujn wukjnu rzju urcjk cuj rya rfunv. 

4. R. Buckwold then goes on at great length to argue against any
contemporary importance to Rabad’s theory. His argument is a-histori-
cal. It assumes that Maimonides’ Code had the commanding position in
Provence in the 1190’s, as it had a half century or so later, not to speak
of its importance in the time of the author of the Kesef Mishneh, in the
sixteenth century. If an analogy must be had to a contemporary critique
by a denizen of one halakhic culture of a newly arrived code authored
by a scholar of another culture, more apt is the instance of R. Mosheh
Isserles’ Mappah on R. Yosef Karo’s Shulh. an Arukh. Rama did not think
that by his glossing he was implicitly strengthening in the Ashkenazic
world the position of R. Yosef Karo’s decisions, or that he would best
refrain from glossing an ambiguous ruling, for any time he glossed a
passage, the legal inference would be that the Meh. abber disagreed with
that position.

Truth to tell, even that analogy is too strong for the case at hand. R.
Yosef Karo achieved towering status in the entire Jewish world upon the
publication of his Beit Yosef. Indeed, it was the status achieved by the
Beit Yosef that guaranteed the universal acceptance of the Shulh. an Arukh
as the code of Jewish law or as the basis of any code of Jewish law.
Mishneh Torah rode on no such wave when it reached Provence. It was a
massive work of an unknown Egyptian rabbi. Maimonides responded to
the twenty four questions of the scholars of Lunel in 1199 and apolo-
gized for the delay of several years (kammah shanim). It is difficult to
push back the inquiry of Lunel before 1195/1196, for in that year (4956 by
the Jewish calendar), Maimonides replied to the scholars of Montpellier
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and wrote that it is clear from their inquiries (about astrology) that they
had not yet seen his Mishneh Torah. Even those who argue that Maimon-
ides may have been incorrect in his inference (about the scholars of
Montpellier not having seen the Mishneh Torah) do not advance the
arrival of Mishneh Torah in Provence before 1193.47 Rabad died at most
five years after its arrival, in 1198, and as I wrote in the essay, one can
only “marvel at the mental vigor and flexibility of that titan in his old
age.” When Rabad was writing Maimonides was an unknown quantity.
Maimonides’ code achieved qualified dominance in Provence only a
generation of two later. And we must be on guard not to retroject the
subsequent onto the precedent. Mishneh Torah arrived both in Provence
and soon after in Ashkenaz. In Ashkenaz, it had a muffled impact only;
in Provence, its influence was far greater. However, all this was in the
future. When Rabad wrote his hassagot, he could not have known
whether the work would prove fascinating but jurisprudentially periph-
eral, or whether it was destined to be deeply influential. 

Frankly, I don’t think Rabad thought about posterity or impact
when he penned his massive and sometimes acerbic notes on the Yad.
Towards the end of his life, Rabad encountered a work of unimagin-
able scope, which both fascinated and antagonized him. Fascinated
because here was a man who had taken, as he had, the totality of
Halakhah for his subject, and had succeeded, as he, Rabad, had not, in
getting it all together, in inscribing all his insights in one comprehen-
sive and coherent work. Antagonized, for the Yad was unreferenced
and had an annoyingly apodictic tone, as if to say, there was nothing
more to be said. Rabad thought that a great deal remained to be said,
about Bavli, about Yerushalmi and about midreshei halakhah generally,
and about the specific rulings in the Yad in particular. And he pro-
ceeded to say it in that rapid fire, trenchant style of which he was the
master. Like a match that combusts from surface friction, Rabad’s
intellect ignited quickest and burnt most brightly when it moved
against the grain of another work. And one could not dream of a more
stimulating or frictional work than the Yad. Brilliant and naturally
combative, Rabad had finally found an opponent of his own stature,
and I seriously doubt whether he thought about strengthening any-
one’s hand when he penned hastily and in creative excitement his
white hot, immortal glosses. 

I would add that in my experience people who write angry critiques
of other people’s writings don’t usually think that they are empowering
thereby the objects of their censure. 
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5. R. Buckwold then proceeds to his final point, namely, that checks,
no less than bills of indebtedness, can be cancelled, but that has not
impaired their widespread use in business.

His mode of argument reflects the academic, more accurately, the
ivory towered way of viewing the real world. The first assumption is: To
have a good legal claim to something is the same as actually possessing
it. To be sure the buyer can sue, but who buys something that he may
easily lose and will have to sue for reimbursement? More concretely: A
businessman buys a five-year bill of indebtedness. When the due date
arrives, he discovers that the debt no longer exists, and the money that
he needs and has counted on now receiving will not be forthcoming.
He must now find swiftly new money elsewhere, and as for the debt,
his only recourse is to track down the seller after a five year hiatus. If he
succeeds in finding him, he must then litigate to recover his money,
and most probably, the case will be heard in the seller’s jurisdiction.
With such a prospect, someone may yet buy a bill of indebtedness, but
only at great discount. Between a right to a thing and its possession
falls a long, long shadow.

The second ivory towered assumption is: Anything that is identical
legally is identical in reality. The practical difference between a check
and a bill of indebtedness is that a personal check is generally cashed
within a few days; most business checks are cashed within 24 hours,
many the very day of receipt. Bills of indebtedness, on the other hand,
don’t come due for months, years or even decades. Checks, bills of
business loans and mortgages are legally identical; in reality they are
polar opposites. Checks are not bills of indebtedness, but their oppo-
site—instruments of payment, “private legal tender” if you wish, which
the recipient hastens to “cash,” that is to say, turn into genuine legal
tender. Loan contracts and mortgages are indeed bills of indebtedness.
They document the giving of moneys and provide legal assurance that,
at some time in the future when the debt falls due, there is proof of its
existence. That future date may be and usually is a number of years
away. The further away the date of collection, the greater is the danger
of waiver. If the innumerable mortgage companies that advertise in the
Real Estate section of the Sunday New York Times were able to cancel at
will the debt in the mortgages that they have issued, the secondary
market for mortgages, not to speak of Fannie Mae, would be consider-
ably smaller, if they would exist at all. 
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Example 3

The text of what I wrote in the essay is given in the citation of Example
2, as both parts formed a single argument. R. Buckwold chose quite
legitimately to focus on each part separately.

R. Buckwold writes: 
Example 3—“Another ruling of Rabad reported in Sefer ha-Terumot

[51:6:3]:

[Rabad was asked: One sold a note of indebtedness to another individual,
and also transferred to the buyer (of the note) a pawn he was holding; can
the seller (of the note), who is the (original) lender, forgive the debt, or not?]

He (Rabad) responded that he (the lender who sold the note) cannot
forgive the debt, since the pawn is being held by the buyer. He (Rabad)
brought proof (to this ruling) from what the Rif (Alfasi) wrote in Ketuvot
(f. 44b ed. Vilna, in explanation of the talmudic passage Bava Batra 147b,
see fn. 104): “Because a gift (a note of debt) given by a shekhiv mera—a
deathly ill person—was made to be considered as bibical law, as if it (the
note of debt) came into the hands of the recipient, and therefore the heir
cannot forgive the debt.” From what he (Alfasi) says: “as if it came into
the hands of the recipient,” we conclude that if there is a pawn in the
hands of the lender and he transfers it to the buyer (of the note) then he
cannot forgive the debt of the borrower.]

Prof. Soloveitchik comments:
I, for one, am at a loss to understand how the case discussed by Alfasi has
any bearing upon the question at hand. If Rabad, however, says that it is
relevant, I defer to his judgement, but I remain no less perplexed.
Assuming that one can indeed make deductions about the problem
under discussion from R. Isaac of Fez’s language about gifts made in con-
templation of death (grn chfa ,b,n), what weight should this inference
carry with someone who penned massive criticisms of Alfasi? If Rabad
had intuitively felt that renunciation could take place with gaged debts,
nothing that Alfasi might have said, even explicitly, would have saved
him. Clearly, Rabad was not deducing anything from R. Isaac’s remarks, as
he contended. But, having arrived intuitively at a doctrine of non-renunci-
ation, and lacking any proof for his position, he seized upon a formula-
tion of Alfasi as precedent and asmakhta. [Emphases mine—E.B.]
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Prof. Soloveitchik continues to explain the secret lying behind Rabad’s
intuition: “There was a dearth of currency at the time in Provence. . . .
Both rulings (Examples 2 and 3) seek to open the arteries of credit blocked
by Samuel’s ruling. The two dicta . . . are a two-pronged attempt to wrestle
with the problems that presented themselves as Jews moved from an agri-
cultural to a credit economy”(“Programmatic Essay,” pp. 34-35).

Reservations:
1. As to Soloveitchik’s claim that Rabad had no sources—and simply
used Alfasi as a fig leaf—we would refer readers to a talmudic source
identified by Ramban. By comparing the talmudic passages Kiddushin
47b-48a with Kiddushin 8b, Ramban reaches the conclusion that a pawn
transfer removes from the original lender the power to cancel the debt.
Why Rabad did not accept this talmudic source remains an open ques-
tion. But one thing is certain: his unwillingness to accept it contradicts
Soloveitchik’s theory that an ulterior motive drove him to point to a far-
flung pseudo-source. Had Rabad merely been looking for additional
leverage to neutralize Samuel, this talmudic source would have served
him well (much better than Alfasi), since there is no obvious reason why
it is not good evidence.

2. A strong rationale for this exception to the rule is also explained
by Ramban. The Talmud rules clearly that the lender has a certain own-
ership of the pawn, as the potential payment is already in his hands.
Ramban’s opinion is that this includes a pawn given at the time of the
loan. It follows that since the lender has ownership of the pawn, he can
transfer it by sale together with the loan. Once the pawn is sold (with the
loan) and is now owned by the buyer, it clearly follows that the original
lender loses his right to cancel the loan. When the original lender exer-
cised his ownership of the pawn by selling it, it is as if he received pay-
ment of the debt in the pawn he sold. 

Indeed Rabad could easily have offered this clear rationale since he
shared the view that lender ownership also extends to a pawn given at the
time of the loan (Katuv Sham, p. 130). 

The major question to be asked on Rabad is not: How did he rely on
a seemingly weak source in Alfasi? But, rather: Why did he not rely on the
above reasoning? Apparently, this rationale did not suffice for Rabad.
Even though the lender enjoys a certain ownership of the pawn and there-
by we may consider the loan as if it were already repaid, in actuality it is
not really repaid. Can a loan be considered as if it were repaid in the con-
text of the original owner losing his power to cancel the loan? 

Rabad found an answer to this question in Alfasi. The case under
discussion involves a shekhiv mera who bequeaths a note of indebtedness
to another individual. In this instance, the Talmud tells us, even Samuel
will agree that the heirs of the lender will have no power to cancel the
debt (Bava Batra 147b). Alfasi explains why: “hhnnss kcens vhshk thyns” (“It
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is as if [the loan money] came into the hands of the recipient [beneficia-
ry]”). We see in Alfasi’s reasoning that even though the debt was not
actually paid, the halakhic recognition that “it is as if [the loan money]
came into the hands of the recipient” is enough to cancel the power of
the original lender. If so, concludes Rabad, a pawn transfer (as the lender
enjoys a certain ownership of the pawn and the power to sell this owner-
ship) will certainly cancel the power of the original lender.

3. “What weight should this inference carry with someone who
penned massive criticisms of Alfasi?”

A great deal. See Rabad’s introduction to his hassagot on the Hilkhot
Alfasi cited above (see p. 38 and n. 75). In the eyes of Rabad, Alfasi is a
towering and revered authority, whom he refers to as ha-Rav (or “Adoni
ha-Rav”). (See n. 68 for discussion in the literature.) His opinions are not
merely cited, but studied in depth by Rabad. Indeed, Rabad is actually one
of the great commentators on Alfasi, even in his so-called hassagot on
Alfasi. Rabad wrote the Katuv Sham, a work on the entire Talmud, whose
main purpose was to defend Alfasi and to explain his rulings. 

4. The economic background presented—the dearth of currency—
lacks proper substantiation (see n. 96), and the basic premise that
Samuel’s ruling “mortally impedes the free movement of credit” is ques-
tionable (see p. 48, point 5).

My Reply

1. I never spoke of Rabad’s invocation of Alfasi as a “fig leaf,” nor did I
speak of any “secret” lying behind Rabad’s ruling. Similarly, I never used
the phrase “ulterior motive,” as I don’t share R. Buckwold’s assessment of
the responses of Halakhah in the realm of civil law to challenges from the
real world. To his thinking, the end product such a response is inevitably
false, so fig leaves are needed to hide the dark secret of its origins. 

I pointed out that Rabad confronted the problem of credit circula-
tion and a dearth of currency, and that this challenge—coupled with the
classically difficult ruling of Samuel—led in the instance of sale of notes
of indebtedness to a major breakthrough in the theory of obligations; in
the instance of a loan with a pawn to a problematic argument.

2. R. Buckwold then writes that Rabad’s position was validated by
Ramban from a passage in Kiddushin, and Rabad could easily have cited
it. This argument needs to be addressed from the point of view of both
method and substance. 

a) Method: R. Buckwold claims that Rabad knew of the argument
subsequently advanced by Ramban, that he further perceived a flaw in
Ramban’s explication of the proof text and then tried to resolve that
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problem with a citation from Alfasi. The assumption of R. Buckwold is
that any convincing proof of a talmudist’s position adduced by another
talmudist, be it a decade or a half century or even centuries later, was
known to the first talmudist but rejected by him. This indeed is how one
“does law,” “does Talmud” and “does philosophy.” One postulates total
knowledge on the part of great thinkers, and then one proceeds to ana-
lyze their positions. Every new argument is judged first on its own
merit, and if it passes muster, it is then retrojected onto the original pro-
ponent of the position.48 If a modern philosopher advances a better
argument for a Platonic position than the one Plato himself gave, one
assumes that Plato knew it and rejected it, and the question is: Why? In
such an approach, all jurists, talmudists or philosophers of all ages
engage in one ongoing debate of the perennial problems in their field.
That is why the discussants over the ages have used the present tense in
their analyses: “Ramban thinks,” “Kant says” and the like. 

This is good law, good Talmud and good philosophy; it is bad histo-
ry. A historian looks at a thing as it is at the time of its occurrence or
formulation, and the first thing that he takes care not to do—is to pro-
ject the subsequent onto the precedent, the present or what was once in
the future onto the past. History means seeing things as they evolve, it
entails a realization that institutions and ideas often achieve clarity only
slowly. A correct position may be intuited, but only later will the con-
vincing argument for that position be discovered—something that
H. atam Sofer also realized from experience. He was not a historian nor
would he have wished to be one, to put it mildly. However, he knew pre-
cisely what he was doing and, more significantly, what he was not doing;
he distinguished sharply between what he saw clearly and what he only
intuited. As he answered the endless questions that were addressed to
him, H. atam Sofer felt the presence of Divine guidance. Yet he realized
that this guidance directed him only to the correct ruling, not to the
correct ratio.49 In decision making (pesak), with its inevitable con-
straints of time and attention, the reach at times outstrips the grasp, and
the greatness of a judge is measured by how royal his reach is.

How sovereign the reach of Rabad was, we cannot say. Too few of
his responsa have survived. We can say that in our case, his legal vision
saw true. For a historian, however, if Rabad did not advance the passage
in Kiddushin in his reply, it had not occurred to him at the moment. If
he did not invoke his doctrine about pawn ownership, it was not part of
his argument. The question for a historian is not: What is the best argu-
ment that can be made for Rabad’s position, but what did Rabad actual-
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ly think? Rabad wrote short responsa, longer responsa and very long
responsa, all as occasion demanded.50 He also did not write in runes. He
could express himself with remarkable bite and clarity. Indeed, no one
in the history of Halakhah could say more in fewer words than he. In his
glosses to Mishneh Torah, he often formulated memorable doctrines in
ten to fifteen words. If the writer could express himself well and the sur-
viving text isn’t fragmentary, then what isn’t there can’t be entered on
his ledger. I have my doubts, as we shall soon see, about R. Buckwold’s
legal conjectures on this topic, but, at the moment, this is of no matter.
What does matter is that he is here “doing” law and Talmud, but not
history. I was writing history.

b) Substance. In the beginning paragraph of point 2, R. Buckwold
restates Ramban’s “strong rationale” for the inability to waive a sold
debt, if the sale included a transfer of the pawn to the purchaser, the
crux being, in his words, “When the original lender exercised his owner-
ship of the pawn by selling it, it is as if he received payment of the debt
in the pawn he sold” and, therefore, he cannot waive the debt at some
later date. R. Buckwold locates a problem with this argument and con-
tends that Rabad similarly perceived this problem and resolved it by the
citation from Alfasi. 

I found no such rationale, strong or weak, in Ramban—either in
the standard edition of R. I. Z. Melzer or in the new critical edition of
Ramban’s H. iddushim on Kiddushin of R. Dov Hakohen (Jerusalem,
2005). I equally found no reference to such a line of reasoning in the
writings of Ramban’s school, i.e., the H. iddushim of Rashba and Ritba ad
loc. and the Commentary on Alfasi by Rabbenu Nissim—neither at (ed.
Vilna) 2b nor at 20a. For the reader’s convenience, I transcribe the
words of Ramban. 

At Kiddushin 8b Ramban writes:

At 48a, Ramban writes (and R. Buckwold cites it in n.107): 

(The correction of [tk]] is that of R. Buckwold, ibid, and is necessitated
by the context.)
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nqtsa/ vhe chy cnktv carw chy cnktv gk iv eke natu ske xnfe sg/v

n/jhkv fsantek, a"n sfk aqtbv agcts gk v)n(ktv nqtsa/, sve v/u kh/

khv knktv gkhv sktv eke ahgctse dwhse tke nmh kzctbh cbfxhu shshv fktu,

teihkt vfh nqtsa/ ny vshy, tvkfl nktv aha gkhv nafty fhty aqbv nqm/

qbhy tehbt hftk knjtk kktv kejw nfhwv, eav n/qsa/ ct.

knsbt avntfw arw jtc kjchwt tjzw tnjkt, njtk cfk gbhy. teu vbhj kt nafty

gkht tnfwt tnxw kktqj naftbt tjzw tnjkt ehbt njtk, aeu ]ke[ fy, vhel

n/qsa/ ct kscwh jfnhu, eke ang nhbv njkt ehbt njtk.



The Talmud in Kiddushin 8b states that if a creditor used as ;xf

ihaushe a pawn obtained as a result of a loan to a third party, the kid-
dushin is valid. Yet the Talmud ruled in Kiddushin 48a that if a creditor
used as ihaushe ;xf an outstanding loan to a third party, the kiddushin is
not valid, as we assume that the woman would not consent to its accep-
tance, seeing that the creditor could yet waive the debt and she would
end up having received nothing. The question naturally presents itself:
Why is it that when a pawn is employed, the kiddushin is valid? If the
debt is waived, the woman must equally surrender the pawn to the for-
mer debtor.51 The clear inference is that when the creditor transfers the
pawn to the woman, he loses thereby the right to debt-waiver.

Ramban simply states the inference; he gives no rationale for it. The
“strong” rationale, together with its problems and solution, are entirely of
my learned critic’s making. The passages in Kiddushin are thus dispositive
of the question; yet Rabad didn’t cite them. The reason, R. Buckwold sug-
gests, is that Rabad anticipated not only Ramban’s thinking but also that of
R. Buckwold. Rabad also noticed the difficulty that my critic perceived in
his own rationale and he, R. Abraham ben David of Posquières, invoked
Alfasi’s formulation to alleviate it. Having solved R. Buckwold’s problems,
Rabad rested content and didn’t bother to cite the passage in Kiddushin
which would have solved the problem that had actually been put to him. 

Well, it’s a thought and one, I suspect, that no one has had before. 
Rabad adduced a passage from Alfasi whose relevance is problemat-

ic, and I concluded that we are dealing with an intuited position rather
than a well argued one. R. Buckwold believes that to so state is to claim
that Rabad adduced a “far flung pseudo source” or used Alfasi as a “fig
leaf.” This assumption that any awareness of or concern for practical
need automatically yields false and cunning interpretations leads my
erudite critic, to read my words rather oddly. He cites a sentence of
mine: “But, having arrived intuitively at a doctrine of non-renunciation,
and lacking any proof for his position, he seized upon a formulation of
Alfasi as precedent and asmakhta” and proceeds to write: “Prof.
Soloveitchik continues to explain the secret lying behind Rabad’s intu-
ition: ‘There was a dearth of currency at the time in Provence.’” How
can there be a “secret” behind an “intuition”? Intuition is instinctive.
The word means “the act or process of coming to direct knowledge
without reasoning or inference.”52 When talking about a halakhist’s
intuition, you are referring to his halakhic intuition. Rabad’s instinctive
conclusion (later validated by Ramban) was that a gaged debt once
transferred cannot subsequently be waived. In support of his halakhic
intuition, he adduced a dubious proof. 
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R. Buckwold is of the opinion that anything that does not corre-
spond to some preconceived notion of perfection is ipso facto specious
and deceitful. To my thinking, to point to a flawed proof is simply to say
that Rabad, or any other human being, did not have at all times plenary
inspiration, and in the short space that is allotted to a posek, Rabad
invoked the best source that he could think of. I’m sorry if this shocks R.
Buckwold. It would not have shocked H. atam Sofer. Rabad was here, as
it were, on the side of the angels, both as far as the correctness of his
halakhic intuition and in his attempt to alleviate the financial pressures
that his community faced.

Perhaps once again, I was too brief in my concluding section and
should have added a sentence or two that Rabad’s halakhic instinct was
justified in time by Ramban, that his inner gyroscope guided him to the
right destination. After all, the argument from Kiddushin is scarcely news
to me; I alluded to this ruling of Rabad and the subsequently adduced
proof from Kiddushin by Ramban in a publication that appeared some
35 years ago.53 Should I republish the essay, I probably will add a passage
about intuition and argument, reach and grasp in halakhic thought and
decision making. 

3. The force of this argument hinges on the merits of R. Buckwold’s
argument in the opening section of his article about Rabad’s relation-
ship to his predecessors to which we shall reply at length in the second
half of our reply. In it, we shall specifically address his criticism here.

4. a) There was, indeed, no dearth of currency. This however, does
not reduce the great practical significance of Rabad’s ruling. It validated
the ubiquitous clause to bearer and, thereby, doubled the capital avail-
able to most merchants, expanded dramatically the scale of the loan
market and “unclogged the arteries of credit blocked by Samuel’s ruling.” 

b) We have addressed (p. 229) the matter of cancelled checks and
noted my distinguished colleague’s grasp of the realities of the mortgage
and money market.

c) R. Buckwold than concludes his critique with this vigorous per-
oration:

Having now reviewed all three examples in the “Programmatic Essay”
purportedly showing that “Rabad’s writings are anchored in Provençal
life and thought?’ we may say without hesitation: “There are no bears
here, not even a forest!”

Indeed, the concluding section of my article has no bears; I leave it
to my readers to decide if it has substance. 

(To be continued)
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tfjmhu chs dctw gs nvwv hwto scwt gi"h wtc gts cet/t htu acev vaekv vahc

/atc/t vwnv. tigu aekt ece netv"d zm"k "ech, vhel e/v nwvhc cbial gtz kvtwt/

jmhu knwjtq tkvahc katekhu scw v' nhs ccte vaekv khsl eihkt cjntwt/, tke

//hhwe acjhizty /jrhe vnrwv>" tvahc kt "hsg/h cbh hsg/h, fh ke scw qry vte

tang//e cgh mkt/e. eck sg cbh, cfk stw tstw vgnhs v' eha gk vgsv eaw hme 

kibhvu kvehw kvu vswl, kvahc gk aekt/u tkv/hw xihqt/ akvu. thgy fh wtcu fftku

atekhu scw v' nih, bwev cgkhk fh ny vanhu nxfhnhu gk zv. tc"v kns/h fk vmtwl

tfttb/h vhe ck/h kv' kcst tke ztk/, g"f ehbbh jtas kvqc"v ahfahkbh j"t, tcttseh

hxfhu kvtwe/h. teu vweh' kignhu ehbt en/, n"n vshy en/ vte." txhiw ece zm"k

aigu cev aekv jntwv nvdety cgk enwh ea zm"k cg/ hact kxgts/ mvwhhu, tnhs

ejw vxgtsv vahc kt fswft tvwev /atc/t kece zm"k. tejwh hnhu, ce nf/c nvdety

vb"k tiqiq gk ehzv scwhu, tvahc kt du gk zv nhs. tdu ze/ v/atcv vwev kech zm"k.

taek kecht vqsta "ech, vke hsg/h ehl jatc wch nehw e"a ]ehhzbarer[ cghbhl

k/"j dstk ]fh zqbh enw gk vdety vb"k azv gawhu abv ke wev cqh fntvt[ twc jhkt

ketwhh/e, te/v ft/c cnvhwt/ f"f, tg/v vwg cghbhl gk aiqiq cscwhl." tgbv kt "cbh,

vshy shy en/ tnv kh eu ehzv weh' kvshy ehbv nstqsq/ f"f, t/"j fntvt mwhl kvchy

ze/." tejw zny cev /atc/ vdety vb"k tv/bmk vwcv aj"t ke gk ghqw vshy iqiq, fh

vshy shy en/ tfk vnvwvw fehkt nvwvw ejwh vafhbv, wq ehzv weh' nitqiq vh' emkt,

gs acet scwht vqstahu abh/. )tgh' n"a cvqsn/ ht"s v/bmkt/ gk avh' gr nnvw kvahc.(



the American Academy of Jewish Research 38-39 (1972): 221, n. 35, end. I noted
that Rashi in a responsum does not seem to be aware of a possible proof from
the passage in Kiddushin 8b. I added that Rabad's reply (that we have been dis-
cussing here) is a parallel instance of a great talmudist not citing in a respon-
sum a dispositive proof that was later adduced by Ramban and his school. 
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